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Auditronics NuSt-kr

Need more board for the buck?
Fader-for-fader, the best

boards money can buy. And
they're priced lower than any
others in their class. The new
Auditronics COMET gives the
analog purist in you freedom to
build one to fit your studio
needs. The Auditronics NuSt*r
is a digital enthusiast's dream
come true. Completely digital,
of course, modular too, but
with the familiar feel of an
analog board.

Need Solutions?
www.bdcasLCOM

Auditronics COMET Features:
*Choice of VCA or

Thru-The-Fader Level Control
*5 Stereo Buses, Stereo Cue

& 4 Mono Buses
* Gold-plated Switch Contacts
* Differential Busing
*All Hot Pluggable Modules

To order a custom analog
COMET or digital NuSt*r
console for less bucks,

CALL TODAY! 901482-1350
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Auditronics NuSt*r Features:
*All Hot Pluggable Modules
* Totally Modular / Upgradeable
* Internal Digital Signal Processing

Sample Rate Selectable: 32kHz,
44.1kHz, or 48kHz

*4 Stereo Program Buses:
PGM, AUD, UTL1, UTL2, &
Stereo Cue

* Look, Feel, and Operation of
Traditional Consoles
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Solutions for

Tomorrow's Radio
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TheAtiest
Digital -Audio

Delivery System
Just Got Better

44%

More Powerful, Less Cost!
111 Make the ME Z Selection A
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Library & Playlist Modification Module

EZ-LIB
Great For Pas, MD's, Traffic...

Multiple Carl Walls Module

EZ-AR RAY
Unlimited Instant Access -Customize Each Ur

Automated or Live Assn iver Module

EZ-P LAY ->
Up to 4 Avii istation

MasterLnn iyer Module

EZ-M LOO
Second Generation Interface for Advanced Users

Quad Player Module

EZ-OPLAY
Multi -Deck Cart Player

Enhanced Quad Player Module

EZ-4PLAY
Multi -Deck Player With Scheduling

The DADpRo32 Digital Audio

Delivery System already
has a widely established
and enviable reputa-ion
as the most versatile
and reliable
system on the
market. Now
configuring
a DAD System

1. 

Tracker 2000 Module

EZ-TRK.R
The Easiest & Most Powerful \ioice Tracker Available

Recording & AutoRecording Machine Module

EZ-REC
Up to 4 Available Per Workstation

Graphic Waveform Cut & P ., Assembly Editor Module
< EZ-EDIT

Fa ' lye Editor
Scrii-play LAodule

EZ-SCRPT
F rompting DisplLy With Embedded Audio

Wire C;-:ptiirp R Editing

NewsDAD32
cornpietu

Comprehensive Multi, rnnel Editor

TEA
Embedded DAD Application

is as easy as picking ycur
favorite tunes. New EZ

Modules permit selection
of only the features a -id

functional ty
required ior

optimization of a ly
Workstation, typically

at a significant
cost savincs.

LAN or WAN - LIVE ASSIST or AUTOMATED
MAJOR or SMALL MAFKET

DADpRo32 DELIVERS WHAT OTHERS ONLY PROMISE
Applicable Play and Record DSP boards will need

to be added depending on moduls selected.
The full DAD. , 32 system is recommended for

operationally intensive facilities. For more information
on EZ Modules and other DAD prolucts, contact

your rearest ENCO dealer or call

ENi ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Cou-t, Farmington Hills, Ml 48335 JSA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711

Fax: 248-476-5712  www.enco.com
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When you compare the all -digital Omnia.fm from Cutting
Edge to other audio processors, is it apples to apples? Not
quite. Unlike other audio processors. the Omnia is designed
for today -and easily upgradable so you're always on top
of the technology you'll need tomorrow.

Only the Omnia offers:

1 A 48kHz sampling rate. The outdated 32kHz digital
processors have a Nyquist rate that's too low for clean
dynamics processing, resulting in aliasing distortion. But
the Omnia solves this problem by combining 48kHz opera-
tion with 192kHz virtual-upsampling and an anti-aliasing
final limiter.

1 A digital stereo generator with a built-in composite
clipper and low-pass filter for subcarrier protection and
added loudness. Plus, the Omnia interfaces with D/CE7".

er

the world's first digital composite interface, for even more
loudness and transparency.

1 Programs and presets
stored on a PC Card for
convenient storage, sharing
and future upgrades.

Put it all together and there's just no comparison. Only the
Omnia delivers crisp, clean highs. Tight. thundering bass
that really rocks. Digital precision that's as smooth and fluid
as analog. Awesome loudness, with rock -solid peak control
and positively no grunge.

Then compare the Omnia's 60 -day, risk -free, money -back
guarantee' and a price that's below the other processors.
So is it apples to apples? No way.

Omnia. The promise of digital...delivered!

CUTTINGEDGE

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND, OH 44114 TEL: + 1 (216) 241-3343 FAX: + I (216) 241-4103 E-MAIL. INFOONOGRUNGE.COM WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

I Audio Broadcast Group 3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. Grand Rapids. MI 49548 Tel: + 1 (800) 999-9281 Fax: 1 (616) 452-1652 e -mall: supporteabg.com
I Bradley Broadcast Sales 731 JG Grove Road Frederick. MD 21704 Tel: + I (800) 732-7665 Fax: + 1 (301) 682-8377 e-mail: inloebradleybroadcasicom
I Broadcast Supply Worldwide 7012 27th Street West Tacoma. WA 98466 Tel: + 11800) 426-8434 Fax: + 1 18001 231-7055 e -mall: inioebswusa.com

I Crouse-Kimzey Company P.O. Box 155999 Fort Worth, TX 76155 Tel:  1 18001 433-2105 Fax: + 1 19721 623-2800 e-mail: saleseproaudio.com
I Radio Communkations Unlimited 5509 Barrington Ooltewah, TN 37363 Tel/Fax: (423) 396-3743

1 Caveco 11 21 Bellamy Road. North Unit 110 Scarborough. ONT M 1 H 3B9 Tel: + I (4161 438-6230 Fax: + 114161 438-1065 e -mall: bobCcaveco.com
Marketing Marc Vallee 1067 Chemin St. Lambert St. Sauveur de Monts. CIE IOR I RI Tel: + I 1514) 227-1828 Fax: + I 15141 127-8394 e-mail: marcevallee. corn

I All Electric 487 Caribou Crescent Coqultlam. BC V3C 4X7 Tel: + I (604) 945-5651 Fax: + 1 (604) 945-5652 e-mail: allelecOdowco. com

'Contact your dealer (or details on this demo program. Demo requests must be accompanied by a purchase order so our dealers know you're really serious about some serious sound.
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Divide and conquer

proponents of new technologies always forecast
that an emergent system will replace something in
the current environment. Like an epic tale, the old

and new are pitted against one another as antagonists,
with only one surviving in the end. Expe-
rience shows that such absolutes rarely
occur, however. "Replacement technology"
generally doesn't exist, because a clear-cut
swap of one system for another isn't con-
gruent with typical behavior.

responsible for much of the LP's failure, years before the
CD entered the picture. In fact, cassettes were already
outselling LPs before the CD became a serious contender.
While the CD has been extremely successful as a format,

it continues to co-
exist with the cas-
sette format, some
15 years after its

- Octavio Paz introduction.
Extrapolating

from these lessons, we should conclude that this kind of
slow cross -fade or détente with existing systems is the
more likely result of future successful introductions,
rather than outright and rapid replacement. As a case in
point, the cataclysmic growth of the Internet is astound-
ing to behold, but it has not been accompanied by an
equivalently volatile drop in subscriptions to print media
or in ratings for broadcast outlets.

In other words, progress is inevitable, but the transition-
al behavior of mass audiences is slow and adaptive. New
media offerings are likely to be accepted as additional
rather than exclusive sources of content - at least initially.
This implies that broadcast radio will not be annihilated
in short order by the Internet or satellite services, but that
listeners' time will be gradually split across these new
offerings.
This should inform broadcasters' strategy for the future.

Rather than expecting a mutually exclusive environment,
broadcasters should develop new services that operate
concurrently with their established operations. Acknowl-
edge that audiences will continue to fragment, and create
a suite of services that address these divergent needs from
multiple directions. The key to survival will lie in the
successful development and management of such diver-
sified operations.

Wisdom
change,
between

lies neither in fixity nor in
but in the dialectic
the two.

Consider one celebrated case, the so-called Great
Spectrum Swap, generally attributed to Nicholas Ne-

groponte at the MIT Media Lab.
His premise held that because
telephones go to people and tele-
vision goes to places, telephones
should be wireless and television
should be wired. Unfortunately,
the opposite situation existed,
largely because telephones
evolved from telegraphy and
television evolved from radio.
The Spectrum Swap was pro-
posed as a correction more than
a decade ago.

Since then, just such a switch has begun to take place,
as cellular telephones and cable television emerged.
Cable TV is now found in the majority of US homes, while
cellular telephony is approaching 20% penetration do-
mestically. (Internationally, Finland leads the world with
over 50% cellular penetration at present.) The swap
would seem to be in progress.

Importantly, however, cellular phones aren't actually
replacing wired phones, nor has cable television re-
placed broadcast TV. Do you know any cellular phone
user who has turned off his or her wired phone service,
or any broadcast television station that has turned off its
transmitter and just feeds cable headends directly? Cer-
tainly not.

What has happened is actually enhancement rather
than replacement. New services are simply added to the
old, providing more consumer choice. The case where a
new technology truly kills off an older one is the
exception rather than the rule. The CD -to -LP transition is
often cited as such a case, but even this is not so clear-cut
upon further review. Yes, the LP did see a very fast
decline through the mid -to -late 1980s, but not really from
the introduction of the CD. The cassette format was

Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

READER
ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905
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4F-iww- Viewpoint

Future tense

What will the future hold? Your guess is as good
as mine. Hopefully, you've been paying atten-
tion and are aware of what is developing

around you in the radio industry. Whether it's building a
fully digital air chain, planning ahead for DAB, or
installing a streaming audio server for the station, radio
is readying itself for the next step.

Last month at the NAB Radio Show, the topic of DAB
was heavily discussed. All three IBOC proponents exhib-
ited with various pieces of technology (see The Future for
Radio on page 32), and even the S-DARS (satellite) guys
made a splash. Right now, the satellite frontier is still a lot

of talk. Plans with many program
provider agreements are in place,
but there is not much in the way
of working technology.

The biggest news in IBOC was
the petition filed by USA Digital
Radio for an FCC rulemaking
concerning IBOC. The petition,
which rivals the Starr report in its
size (it was being carted around
in a four -inch binder), asks the
FCC to get into action on IBOC.
The petition asks the FCC to

authorize DAB service, specifically IBOC, because it will
serve the public interest. Several steps are outlined in the
petition. The first is to initiate a rulemaking proceeding
for the development of DAB rules which would eventu-
ally be adopted to allow the introduction of the new
service and the setting of appropriate standards. This first
requires a finding to establish IBOC as the most effective
means of DAB in the US. This will be followed by the
creation of interference protection criteria to ensure a
smooth transition from analog to hybrid analog/digital to
completely digital, as well as the timeline for the transi-
tion plan. It will also call for a change in Part 73 of the rules
to allow current licensees to convert signals to the new
service and also specify the RF mask that will cover the
frequency range.

The petition requests that the FCC specify a single IBOC
system that guarantees compatibility between transmit-
ters and receivers across the US (thus avoiding a situation
like AM stereo). That selection begins a timetable to
establish submission of alternate IBOC system proposals
and the testing criteria to evaluate them. This will
culminate in a final selection process for the single system
that will finally be implemented.

One of the key factors in the process will be the
transition period. Careful handling of the hybrid phase
will allow a truly smooth transition period. In television's
digital transition, there are stations that will have to make
two frequency changes as spectrum is shifted around. In
most, if not all, cases this will be a tremendous financial
burden on the stations involved. A well -developed IBOC
transition phase eliminates the need to jump around on
the dial.

All three proponents are working on systems that share
certain basic similarities. The petition obviously favors
the USADR approach, and why not? They're the ones who
wrote it. The important thing here is that this may be the
spark that terrestrial DAB has needed. There are some
who may not agree with everything in the petition, but
that's the beauty of our system. As the petition continues
its course, there will be opportunities for others to
comment as well. We can only hope that the process does
not get bogged down by minutia. I'm certain that there
will be plenty of reply comments when the window is
opened, not only from the other IBOC proponents, but
from the NAB and some of the station groups.

While the NRSC is considering what to do next on IBOC,
this petition will serve to get the FCC moving on the issue.
It stresses the importance of creating the procedures to
evaluate and select a system that will be implemented. It
also calls for a coordinating effort to begin in earnest the
transition to a digital future.
As we look to the future of radio, IBOC DAB may be

taking it first real steps.

Chriss Scherer, editor

R
ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

lat.

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent can achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combining proven digital signal

processing and an easy to use analog -like

interface with factory and user program-

mable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1 -800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

/MIS
Communications
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Engineering

The future of contract engineering
By John Caracciolo

If video killed the radio star, then consolidation killed
the contract engineer - or at least wounded him and
changed his job description.

A few years ago, before the passage of the Telecom Act,
most radio stations in the top markets had at least one full-
time staff engineer. The job description was well defined
and consisted of one station, or maybe two if the
ownership had an AM/FM combo.

In the face of so much consolidation, contract engineers may have trouble
maintaining accounts. but should be able to find plenty of work with facility
construction projects.

Fast forward to 1998, where consolidation in the radio
industry is fmally setting in. Major market groups have
divided and conquered and the focus is now on running
the properties and increasing cash flow. Stockholders are
looking for increased profits; group owners and manage-
ment are looking for ways to streamline radio market
groups.

Tracing the line
What happened to the engineer who had one or two

facilities to run? That engineer became a contract engi-
neer without even realizing it. The one -engineer -to -one -
station days of are fading fast. Now the station engineer
wakes up to find that his owner has acquired the other
three FM's in town and his new responsibilities include
oversight of those properties as well. Repeat this scenario
three or four times in one market and you have four
engineers with the responsibility of five or six facilities
each.

Maybe one of the smaller signals you just acquired has
a contract engineer? Most of the time the contract

engineer is out and the responsibility now falls on you,
the new chief engineer of the group.

Before the Telecom Act, the contract engineer for the
smaller station was often times the chief of a larger station
in the market. When consolidation of the smaller stations
started, the new, larger groups took over the engineering
responsibilities. Even if the new owner considered
keeping the contract engineer, that owner was frequently
involved in streamlining a merger project at his own
station and with those added responsibilities had little
time for a side station.

In the late 1980s, I was fortunate to have enough spare
time on my hands to run a successful contract engineer-
ing business that had about seven clients. Most were
college and high-school FM stations that needed RF
maintenance work or on -call emergency service. As
stations started bulking up and industry multiples started
to rise, my full-time employer began adding stations.
With the addition of stations, I found my spare time was
used to run the group and develop the plans and strategy
for our own consolidation and growth. It became neces-
sary to give up most of my clients and concentrate on
building our group and my growth with the company.
Many of the smaller stations I gave up had difficulty
fmding a replacement engineer.

Ofut to "C"
Consolidation brought many positives to the industry as

a whole. However, one major negative was that it fostered
a drain on engineering talent in the radio industry. When
consolidation hit, some competent quality engineers
were brought into the larger groups and offered jobs with
great pay and benefits. The engineers who were left out
moved into other industries - computer, the Internet,
PCS, or cellular - and our radio engineering talent pool
was significantly depleted.

The industry is suffering from a scant supply of quality
full-time engineering help. Look at the help -wanted
section of this issue or any trade publication. There are
always numerous positions available for qualified engi-
neers. If we can not even find quality full-time engineers
for positions with major groups, how are you ever going
to find a qualified, part-time contract engineer to maintain
your RF plant? The real victims of this industry -wide
shortage are the smaller stations and the educational
facilities.

The term "contract engineer" is outdated and headed for
extinction. We need to reevaluate this position, and

10 BE Radio November/December 1998



Radio Has
Changed
A Lot In
70 Years.

Newiiann I fas Been TI )(I

First Choice From The
_Beginning.

Since the early days of radio, Neumann has been the leader in
broadcast audio microphones. We have continued to evolve,
developing new products with a single purpose in mind -
capturing all the nuances of the human voice.

Our new TLM 103 gives you the full, rich sound and natural
presence Neumann is famous for. Utilizing a large -diaphragm
capsule derived from our world -standard U 87, it has the lowest
self -noise of any condenser mic in the world - important in
today's low -noise and digital broadcast environments.

And now, having a Neumann as part of your sound has never
been easier...for less than $1000 US, you can acquire the most
important piece of equipment you'll ever use.

Upgrade to the real thing - Neumann...
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

NeumanniUSA
One Enterprise Drive  PO Box 987. Old Lyme. CT 06371 Tel: 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3' 48

West Coast: Tel: 818.845.8815  FAX: 818.845.7140
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013  FAX: 514-426-3953  Mexico: Tel: 52-5-639-0956  Fax: 52-5-639-942

World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com
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Contract Engineering
attract and train newcomers to the
field, thereby filling the voids in the
smaller facilities and educational sta-
tions and enabling them to again
serve as the training ground for our
industry.

The search
Where will we find qualified engi-

neers? We'll probably find them
through an association with a major
manufacturer or vendor. When con-
tract engineers were forced out by
consolidation, they themselves con-
solidated. They formed alliances with
major vendors, and were contracted
out to stations by the equipment
companies. This works very well for
the station looking to upgrade or
purchase new equipment. They re-
ceive excellent sales help and get a
qualified engineer to install the prod-
uct. However, what happens eight
months later when they have a major
failure at 3ANP That is where we have
to step in. We need to reenergize the
engineering industry. We need to get
young minds and fresh faces into the
field and make them want to stay in it.
The contract engineer of the new

millennium must be an excellent com-
municator. He must be able to think
independently and work unsupervised.
He needs to possess a business savvy
that will help bridge the gap between
management and engineering. These
skills, along with proper technical
and computer training, will help the
radio engineering field prosper and
grow well into the next century. #

COIN n -
time, on -call technician responsible
for the overall technical operation
and maintenance of the studio facil-
ity and RF plant.

the con -tract engineer of the
new millen-ni-unts n. udj. A
consultant and technician capable
of overseeing the technical opera-
tion and development of the studio
and RF plant into the new millenni-
um. Must be computer literate and
have full knowledge of digital studio
and transmission implementation.
Must be able to recommend up-
grades to audio and computer facil-
ity and help design multi-user con-
solidated studios.

Circle (9) on Free Info Card
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Technology

The ultimate asset
By Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

It's nice to know that one thing hasn't changed: A radio
facility's most valuable assets are still its human
resources. Technology may be changing the face of

the radio station, but its soul remains human, powered by
people on its staff communicating with other people in
its listening audience.

The radio station's product is itself an intangible thing.
Radio is an ephemeral, impalpable product, as Billy
Crystal pointed out in his role as a radio ad salesman in
City Slickers, when he lamented, "I just sell air!" Why, with
all the other audio choices available, do listeners keep
coming back to their favorite radio stations? Why do they
develop such strong brand loyalty? Why do radio adver-
tisers keep finding successful response? The answer has

nothing to do with
the equipment or
systems in place at
the facility (al-
though they play an
important support-
ing role), but it rests
squarely on the
shoulders of the
people who work
there. It is their con-
tributions that at-
tract listeners and
distinguish one sta-
tion from another.
The rest of the facil-

ity merely provides a context for the creativity of a radio
station's staff.

Radio also remains a collaborative craft. A well-bal-
anced and cooperative team of disparate players is critical
to its success. It takes both left- and right -brained types,
ranging from the extremely technical to the flamboyantly
creative, and all of them must work well together.
Building and maintaining such a group is a true manage-
ment challenge.

An important part of engineering at today's radio
stations is the imparting of knowledge to non-
technical staff.

Evolving technical needs
Because this publication deals with technology, we'll

focus on the issues of technical staffing at the radio
facility. In today's environment, this gives us plenty to talk
about.

Perhaps the best news is that radio's increasing comput-
er focus has allowed it to draw some of the best and
brightest again. This may put a stop to the brain drain that

has occurred in the industry over the last decade or so,
as many good engineers moved elsewhere and new
candidates saw little opportunity or attraction to the field.
Today, sharp computer engineers with a flair for audio or
multimedia are being attracted to radio broadcasting by
the glitz of its entertainment -business connections. This
challenging work and exciting environment is keeping
many of them around, .although there's still a great and
growing need for more of this kind of technologist
throughout the industry. Because nearly every business
needs good computer support today, radio needs to
exploit its high profile to attract these folks. Competitive
salaries and benefits are required to hold onto them.

Consolidation can be helpful here. Working for a large
corporation is generally attractive to these candidates. It
allows local radio stations to compete with other high-
tech, financial and corporate firms that will also be on
these candidates' radar. Clearly, a radio operation is more
fun than a bank, but the bottom lines of salary, benefits
and career advancement have to be comparable if radio
wants to attract these top performers.

Don't forget transmission
As important as computers are, traditional RF engineer-

ing is still important in radio, and will remain so. Finding
a single engineer who has the schooling, let alone the
experience, in both computer and RF engineering is a
rarity. These have become two separate disciplines,
requiring two different staffing solutions.

Remember also that the real RF training of today's radio
engineers is more likely to come from on-the-job expe-
rience than from school. But since deregulation, the
elimination of staff chief engineer positions has also
reduced the number of assistant -chief apprenticeships
for younger engineers. Now it's up to contractors to bring
up their own protégés, which some contract engineering
firms are wisely doing.

This environment makes it appropriate for most manag-
ers to proceed with the following general strategy: Hire
computer and operations support as staff, and cover RF
engineering with contractors. This doesn't mean that the
operations director or someone else who's good with
computers should become the staff "alpha geek." It

means instead that a seriously credentialed MIS person
should be hired, and that this person should be trained
in (or if you're lucky, come with some understanding of)
the needs of a computer -based audio operation. The
recent emphasis on streaming media over the Internet
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Out of the heartland comes the AudioWizard CFSTM for WindowsTM, the most complete digital

production and delivery system available. Within the last few years, the AudioWizard from

Prophet Systems Innovations has been chosen by the broadcast industry's big boys, small grot ps

and individual stations to become a leader in digital audio delivery.

But, we're not new. We have decades of experience in digital audio radio. In fact, a number of

us joined the PSi team after successfully relying on the AudioWizard in day-to-day broadcast

situations. Our programming department continues to anticipate not just your needs for today,

but for the months and years to come-both in updates to AudioWizard CFS and in the development

of AudioWizard CFS32. Our Academy is ready to teach you all the AudioWizard's extensive

capabilities. And our tech support is standing by with expanded service hours and a more
comprehensive offering of support options.

The innovations continue as we improve and refine our products to give cost -effect digital audio

to single stations, huge groups and everyone in-between.

Count on us. Together, let's make great radio.

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations
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AudioWizard
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CASTING

Check out our web site:
www.prophetsys.com

Sales (800) 658-4403 Support: (308) 284-8450 Sales & Support Fax: (308) 284-4181 E-mail: sales@prophetsys.com



Managing Technology
and multimedia in computers has made this less of a
stretch than it used to be. Many computer engineering
students and young professionals have developed signif-
icant experience in audio and video media along the way.

For this to work properly, radio manage-
ment is faced with a twofold challenge in
technical staff integration: 1) Get the opera-
tions and computer support staffs working
well together; and 2) have both of those
groups interface properly with con-
tract engineering support,
which may still be
servicing some of
the traditional
audio infrastruc-
ture of the studio
plant (e.g., rout-
ing switchers, CD
and DAT machines, telephone interfaces, etc.) in addition
to its RF maintenance duties.

The new order
For the last several years, a number of leading -edge

radio operations have been working out this new tech-
nical support model. What has developed for the multi-

station facility in larger markets is an engineering depart-
ment structure that places an experienced radio engineer
in its lead technical position - call it director of engineer-

ing, engineering VP or chief technology officer. This
position oversees all technical operations for each of the
stations in the group.

Typically, up to three separate departments will report
to this person: computer engineering/sup-
port, RF engineering and, in some cases,
operations. Staff, contractors or both may
handle these functions. (See Figure 1.)

RF & Audio
Engineering

(staff or contractors)

Figure 1. The components of today's radio engineering involve three separate
disciplines. Shown here is a proposed engineering department structure.

The technical support of a radio operation is
no longer a one -person shop. Nor is it

something that can be complete-
ly outsourced.
With sufficient
consolidation, a
sensible hybrid of
staff and contract
engineering -
managed by a se-

nior staff member - will provide the best overall solution.
Once this team is in place, good engineering manage-

ment will encourage its staff to learn from each other
about their respective sub -disciplines. Good overall
station management will encourage all of its departments
to do the same. Without such mutual understanding, the
power of collaborative teamwork that a radio broadcast
operation requires will never reach full potential. The
best -equipped radio broadcast facility on the planet is
worth nothing unless it has the right staff.
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RadioSoft
Announces the release of
the NEW Version 2.0 of
ComStudy for Windows

You asked for lots of expanded features:
256 Colors for Contours and Coverage

 TIA Frequency Coordination Compliance
Simple Runtime Overlay Management
Transmitter Database Import/Export
Individual Station Editing in Systems
Individual System Matrix Recalculation
Area Reliability Analysis and Mapping
True 32 bit Operation (Win 95, 98, NT)
Increased Accuracy (Land Uses added)

 More Interference Algorithms

And RadioSoft Delivers!
ComStudy 2.0 is available as a 15 day
evaluation: call 888.RADIO95 (USA)
or 904.426.2521 or check our website:
www. RADIOSorr.com for details.

Aggressively Priced!
Special pricing for all current users of

propagation software and overlays!
RADIOS OFT IS A CUSTOMER FRIENDLY COMPANY
I 00 W. KNAPP AVENUE EDGEWATER FL 3 2 I 32
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Now you can get digital technology and PRoE reliability in the same console. Integrity:
It's the 11 )11 -air board that also speaks fluent analog. All 16 inputs can handle analog
signals.'len can also accept digital inputs at any sample rate. So you can deal with the hodge-
podge of ecnipment in real -world studios. A unique architecture also gi arantees a level of relia-

other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest assured your signal will stay on the air.
And w th digital programming, you get seamless show transitions, fewer board -op errors and

!ewer make goods. For a brochure, call 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.com or e-mail salesaPpre.com

"The LLD screen and WindouN' interface Four speciallnopose buses hie
provide access to pouvrfid configuration automated mix -minus for telephone
MU? lageMelli and session-bactvl filliturs. and remote feeds. each with IF13.

II array of state-oftbc-art, floating-
point digital signal processors perfiwm
miring, routing and other functions.

The 10 -character dn/.1, n 4 haws when
another audio corms b twigned caber
manually or at a preamigned time
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Antenna tuning and networks
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

An important element to an AM transmission system
usually sits in a cabinet and is seldom thought of.
Far too often the antenna is erected and sufficient

tuning is performed to pass the FCC's requirements, and
then this vital last link is forgotten until something bad
happens. While FM antenna adjustments must usually be
made up on the tower, AM adjustments can be made on
the ground.

Tuning and adjusting
Unlike FM, every AM antenna has a different operating

impedance. You can't just hook a piece of coax to an AM
antenna and connect the other end to the transmitter
output - it is almost always necessary to match the

antenna to the
transmission line,
and hence the
transmitter. This
requires an anten-
na -tuning unit
(ATU). The ATU
provides a means

Many antenna tuning units are left neglected,
unlike this one.

01 canceling out the antenna reac-
tance, transforming the antenna re-
sistance to the desired load for the
transmitter, and reading the RF cur-
rent into the antenna.

For simplicity, we will consider

Similar towers using the same design will differ slightly
because of minor variations in size and construction. In
any case, it is far simpler to open one of the many
engineering handbooks and read the approximate im-
pedance from a set of tables.

The 90° radiator is very popular for AM use. It is a sort
of standard size and being a quarter wavelength makes
for easier calculations and design. It's base operating
impedance can be approximated quite accurately from
the existing tables. A good starting point is a theoretical
operating resistance of around 370 and a reactance from
around -j50 to around +j100. This varies based on the
characteristic impedance and whatever may be hanging
on the tower altering its ultimate base impedance.

An operating impedance of this sort can be quite easily
matched to a 500 transmission line with a simple L
network like that in Figure 1.

L networks are not used as much as T networks, mainly

resistance and differing reactances, and the T has built a
reputation for easy adjustment. The major reason for the
general lack of L network use in DAs is that phase change

is intimately related to resis-
tance and phasor adjustment
would be very difficult.

Feeds for shunt -driven an-
tennas and the folded -dipole
antenna sometimes use an L
network. If the feed point
has been selected carefully,
only a small amount of tj will
be needed to cancel out the
reactance and still offer an
acceptable resistance to the

transmitter. This is not a good idea unless the reactance
is variable to allow for adjustment as the antenna's
characteristics change over time, as they usually do. If
you have used the antenna reactance as the only reac-
tance, you will have problems in matching.

Zir7-41--r\r"-Y-\----.Z,out
. 1

zio > Z0111

Zio ZoutT I.
Zio < Zout

Figure 1. A basic L network.

only nondirectional systems, but the same ideas apply to
phasors. A single AM antenna may have an impedance
ranging from a very low resistance of 2051 to as high as
800 or more. It all depends on the height, diameter of the
tower, the frequency, and whether there is any top
loading.

The characteristic impedance of a tower may be calcu-
lated from the expression:

Zant = 60 (A
Where:
Zant = antenna impedance in ohms
G - radiator height in degrees
a - equivalent radius of radiator in degrees

T networks
The T network is a useful device. It provides an easy

method of matching an antenna to a transmitter and is
easily calculated. When a -90° phase shift is acceptable,
the leg impedances can be calculated from:

- X.2- -X3 - R2

The T network is certainly used a lot in directional
antenna systems, but this popularity may be due to the
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TFMK01 1 kV/

 Broadband power amplifier modules
[87.5 - 108 MHz]

 Compact and user-friendly modular
design

 Fully controlled by microprocessor
 Remote control and monitoring

capability
 N+1 systems available
 Plug-in module for transposer

configurat on
 RDS and SCA plLg-ins (optional)
 Dimensions 480 [N] x 360 [H] x 500 [D] [mm]
 Forced air cooling
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RF Engineering
fact that not only is it easy to calculate
a 90° phase shift, but it gives good
control. However, some engineers
have found that a T network at about
-60° phase shift gives a flatter band-
width at resonance than the favorite
-90° T. The fact is that the sideband
impedances at a lower phase shift
don't change as drastically with the
±10kHz shift with modulation across
the carrier frequency. Phase
shift is also less. This might
be of help in some situa-
tions where null -area dis-
tortion is very bad. These
are admittedly small chang-
es, but as part of a whole
they can contribute to over-
all distortion.

What's wrong with this? Theoretically
nothing. Actually, maybe everything.
Purists frown on this method of
obtaining desired reactances. The best
bandwidth is found when there is no
inductance placed in network legs
designed to be -j (negatively reactive)
because the presence of the inductor
reduces bandwidth. A variable
vacuum capacitor is preferred, but

Yr Y

Figure 2. A T network is commonly used in most
applications.

Words of caution
t,,m, airun, a considerable

number of ATUs with one or more
turns shorted out, presumably done
as an apparent method of obtaining
the desired impedance match.

In some cases when turns are short-
ed, exceptionally high voltages can
be involved with the risk of flash-
over. In other cases, a few shorted
turns can end up with a very high
circulating current which will pro-
duce serious heating over time. Insu-
lators and coil clips may be damaged
by overheating and, in extreme cas-
es, a fire could result.

If a desired reactance can't be ob-
tained by moving taps around and
shorting turns, it is best to get another
coil with the required inductance.
Sometimes we come across T

networks with a tapped or variable
inductance and capacitance in series
in one of the legs. This is usually a
technique used to provide a variable
negative reactance. For instance, a
shunt leg reactance of -j73 may be
needed. This may be impossible to
find, and in any case it is good
sometimes to have a variable quantity.
So we buy a capacitor with a reactance
of -j100. Then we place an inductance
with about +j30 of reactance in series
with it. This gives us -j100 plus +j30
and leaves -j70. By adjusting the coil
and eliminating a few turns we reach
a value of -j100 plus +j27 leaving us
with the desired -j73 in the shunt leg.

they are much more expensive. If
money is no object, go with the
variable vacuum capacitor. Similarly,
if adequate phase shifts can be found
elsewhere and things are equal, go
with T networks operating at around
-60° phase shift.

When an adjustable inductive reac-
tance is required, it is far better to use
a coil with a wiper arm to make fine
adjustments. Changes are made more
quickly and accurately.

An ATU is really nothing more than
a transformer designed to match the
antenna's impedance to that of the
transmitter for maximum power trans-
fer. Don't adjust an ATU until you
have marked the position of every
coil tap with paint; fingernail polish
has been used since the beginning of
time, probably because it could eas-
ily be borrowed and is durable. Also
be sure to mark any dial settings.

The shunt leg is the one that con-
trols the input resistance; if you're
close to desired R input but Z is
impossible to tune out with the input
range available, reset the output leg
and try again. Sometimes it takes a lot
of very small changes to achieve
50f1±j0. That's where continuously
variable coils and vacuum variables
are worth their weight in gold.

There are many computer programs
available that will calculate the cur-
rents and voltages in an ATU. Always
check the operating conditions when
making ATU changes and ensure that
no components are overloaded.
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Gentner GSC3000
Radio Transmitter Remote Control

Key Advantages
 Control multiple transmitter sites from one location

 Access system via phone or by computer/modem

 Program unit to take its own corrective action

 Receive notification by phone, pager or computer

 Affordable modular system to handle from 8 to 256
channels of metering, status and control

Cali SSW ',Wray for Complete Details and
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The audio legacy
By Chriss Scherer, editor

So much technology is being introduced that allows
us to transmit and route audio signals over a variety
of signal paths. The highest quality audio signal is

always the goal because radio is audio and can't rely on
the other senses to fill in the gaps like, say, television.
However, sometimes just getting on the air is the impor-
tant thing.

POTS is parts
The simplest method for transmitting audio signals is

the POTS line. They are everywhere. Whether it's a pay
phone, cell/PCS phone or a single -line port off a PBX,

telephone line and make the necessary adjustments in
equalization and level for any phone call, whether it
comes from across the street or across the globe. I'm sure
you've heard the short burst when a digital hybrid is first
connected. This audio burst is used to analyze the line
and make the necessary adjustments.

If the only hybrid available at your station is in the on-

air control room, consider making it available in the
production room if installing a second unit is not possi-
ble. Being able to use it off air can help in many situations.

On the remote end - when calling in from out in the
field - the audio system is not as advanced. Most

telephones have either a carbon or electret
element in them and were designed for the
limited bandwidth of which the telephone
system is capable, and therefore provide a
similar limited -frequency response and poor
dynamic range. The mic element may also
be designed to have noise canceling char-
acteristics to help with intelligibility from
the caller. While these may help in a routine
call home from a noisy restaurant, they are
lousy at providing acceptable quality for
broadcast.

If a straight telephone is all that is avail-
able, try to get a higher -quality microphone
in the signal path. Simple telephone cou-
plers, like the legendary QKT can tap into
a phone line easily. Adding a mic and a line
amplifier can be done in a small package.

POTS lines are a convenient way to send and receive audio. There are many possibilities
and a wide variety of coupler types. (Photo courtesy of Gentner.)

finding a dial tone is pretty easy. When getting on the air
is the first priority, the self-contained telephone set can
save the day.

Most stations have equipment in place to put a tele-
phone caller on the air. Even in music format stations,
there is probably a telephone hybrid. Some hybrids are
analog, some are digital. Either way, the function is the
same: split a duplex two -wire signal into a simplex four -
wire (send -and -receive) signal.

Digital hybrids have gone beyond the basic splitting
operation. They've added smart circuitry to monitor the

Still POTS, more parts
There are other ways to get into the

phone as well, including devices that can
tie into a phone line without having to go
directly to the phone line tip and ring. Any
phone, even a digital set, has a basic hybrid

built into it. This is how the handset works. By installing
a unit between the handset and base, a simple connection
can be made. You are still dealing with the limitations of
the telephone set's hybrid, but again, you're working
with basic telephone quality to begin with.

With so much business being conducted from hotel
rooms, portable computer technology has been intro-
duced including adapters that can be hooked up to any
telephone jack to give an emulated POTS jack. These
small and inexpensive devices will analyze the line they
are connected to, whether it is analog, PBX, digital or
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Inpressively %Act and with mole
features than man,/ mixers twice its site,
the Shure FP42A ,et a lew standird in
field production.

Now comes the FP,3 With new high -
precision sealed nput potentiometers.
an i-nproved battery switching ci
internal headphone level adjustments,
and durable 3.5min jacks, the FP33 takes
portable mixing to the next level

Professional Mixing That
Goes Wherever You Do.

-he Shure FP'-; is a 3 -input, 2 -output
portable mixer specifically designed for:

 Remote audio recording
 Electronic fie d production
 Electronic news gathering
 Location flint production

The FP33 weighs just 3.5 lbs and is
aboat the size of :wo v deo cassettes.
Providing 8 hours use with just two 9V
alkaline batteries - or powered by any
12 to 30 VDC power supply - thz FP33
will go wherever you do.

Quiet Enough For DAT.
The FP33 has an exceptionally low

self -noise and a wide dynamic range -
making it perfect for use with DAT and

other digital recording media.
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So Many Features
In So Little Space.
The iew FP33,;Ives
you all the features of

st
the FP32A and more,

AN, including:
 Sealed, conductive

0 plastic input poten-
tiometers

11  Dynamic range of over
100dB

 48V phant
n OM and

I2V T IA -B) power- -
 LED indkatous of input levels, output

peaks, limiter action, and low battery
 Pop-up pan pots
 Link switch couple inputs 2 f; 3

into a stereo pair
 Mix bus to connect an additional

FP33 or FP3'iA
 Comprehensive headphone monitor-

ifig control with MS stereo matrix
 Internal DIP Arritches for over 4,0(X)

customized set-ups

I you're lookirg to bring your mixing to
the text level, make sure to pick up a
Shut F1343 portable stereo mixe-

For the Shure FP dealer nearest
you, call I -800-25-SHURE.

THE SOUND OF PROFESSIONALS... WORLDWIDE SHURE



Next Wave
whatever, and then provide tip -and -ring output on an
RJ-11 jack. These were designed for modem usage to
protect the modems from strange voltages encountered
by the business traveler. The switching equipment
involved is a limiting factor for quality, but
even after the conversion, data rates are
typically around 26kb/s.

All of these ideas are still limited by the audio
response of the telephone carrier, which is
limited to a range of 300Hz to 3kHz.

The next step
The capability of the standard POTS line has

been extended many times. Frequency ex-
tenders, introduced over 10 years ago, lead the
way in improving audio over the phone.
Single -line systems lead to two-line systems and then
three -line systems. Arranging for three telephone lines at
a remote site takes advance planning, so showing up at
the last minute and asking for three lines is not very
practical. You can still find frequency extenders in use,
but a newer technology has surfaced that is changing the
role of the POTS line.

POTS codecs have made last-minute remotes even
easier since they provide good audio quality over a
standard line. Add to this that most of them are built into
self-contained packages, and a complete setup can be
done in a matter of minutes.

POTS codecs have made
last-minute remotes

even easier and most of
them are built into self-
contained packages; a
complete setup can be

done in minutes.

Another added advantage to POTS codecs is a built-in
return feed. Frequency extenders are one-way devices,
so a separate return path for cue or IFB must be
established. The self-contained POTS codec packages

also have monitor mixers so a
balance between local and return
audio can be easily established.

POTS codecs are typically ca-
pable of delivering signals up
to 7kHz with connect rates
around 24kb/s. Higher band-
widths are possible with high-
er connect rates. Some recent
introductions exceed this.

Because of the need for a
robust signal path, POTS co-

decs do not work well with cellular and PCS phones.
There is error correction, but unlike downloading a file,
if enough bits are lost, you can't go back and retransmit
the signal and stay in real time. Likewise, connections
through a PBX or other switching network may limit the
transfer rate and reduce the quality of the feed.

POTS lines will be around for some time to come, even
with ISDN and xDSL technologies showing up every-
where. A single phone line may not be able to deliver a
full -range signal, but the trade-offs of lower cost and
common availability make this legacy system a true
solution provider for daily operations.

MediaFORM Introduces a New CD -R Duplicato
Designed for the "Audio Professional"

BAT'S EA
-""'"'RO CD -R Duplicator

MediaFORM's PRO is already the industry leader in CD -R copiers
with one button burning of 8 CD's simultaneously, expandable to
64 drives, and autoloader ready. The PRO offers an option bay
which allows for the following: Jaz Drive, Zip Drive, Plextor CD -Rom
Drive or virtually any SCSI device. So how do rue top that?

DAT's easy! MediaFORM's new Easi-DAT option allows audio users
to interface their existing DAT player with the PRO by way of SPDIF,
Optical and AES/EBU ports. Audio professionals can also take
advantage of the PRO's unique track extraction feature. Finally, a
CD -R copier that's flexible enough to meet all of your audio needs.

IiiyrIir'1.,:"rqlio
400 Eagleview Blvd Suite 104  Exton, PA 19341

Phone: 610-458-9200  Fax 610-458-9554  Toll Free in the USA 800-220-1215
email: info@mediaform.com  web: http //www mediz form corn

CD2CDIPRO is a trademark of MediaFORM. InC.
All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.
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DBMAX
- FIVE BOND DIGITAL BROADCAST MAXIMIZER

Maximize your footprint and get the impact
you need with the cleanliness you deserve!

Years of research and experience in
digital compression and limiting
techniques for CD mastering have
led TC Electronic to the
development of the five -band
DBMAX processor.

The DBMAX was brought to life in

close cooperation with chief engineers
at broadcast facilities world-wide,

resulting in a powerful broadcasting
tool, that easily interfaces with all
analog and digital audio broadcast
formats.

Used as a Transmission Processor,
the DBMAX ensures a louder and more
consistent signal, thereby enhancing
the signal within the actual coverage
area.

Radio, TV dr Film Post Optimizer:
 Ultimate westering processing: Louder, crisper. warmer, punchier,

more subtl 3. more spectrally -balanced production

 5 -band Eq Dynamic filtering of spot/trouble frequencies. 0 or 90

degree moio summing. MS -decoder etc

 AES/EBU 1'0 and sync -input as well as 24 bit AD and DA -converters

 Full 24 kH: audio bandwidth at 48 kHz sampling frequency

,n
The DBMAX allows transmission -settings

to be copied tc the production suites,

enabl ng enginee-s with a DBMAX to listen

to the final transmitted signal during the

production phase. For easy transfer and

back-Jp of these transmission settings

we've equipped the DBMAX with a

PCMC IA -slot

Finalld you can be confident your listeners

recep.e the signa' you intended them to!

Better coverage means you get
better ratings, which in -urn make; the
DBMAX a sound investment!

The DBMAX doubles as a great
Production Tool at all resolutions and
sample rates, offering optimized
program material without the sacrifice
of sound quality.

Transmission Processor:
 Transparent 5 -band on -air dynamics processing

 Presets available for DAB. FM and AM transmiss on

- all pre-programmed and easy to set up

 Simultaneous AGC, Compressor, Limiter and Sd' Clippr

 Enhanced signal within the broadcast coverage area

 Various versatile OBtools (for unattended operation etc)

Put Yourself in the Place of Your Listener
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TV or Radio Production do
Transmission .Emulation
Example of product on for DAB, Digital TV

and FM

1) Production DBIJAX inserted pre -

master to optirrtze production.

2) TX Emulation: DIBMAX inserted post-

master for trans -fission emulatios
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t.c.eleatronic
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TC ELECTRONIC INC.. 790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD, WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 91361. USA PHONE (805) 373 1828 FAX: (805) 379 2648
EMAIL: INFOUS @TCELECTRONIC COM HTTP //WWW TCELECTRONIC COM/DBMAX

TC ELECTRONIC A/S. SINDALSVEJ 34, DK-8240 RISSKOV DENMARK PHONE + 45 8621 7599 FAX :+ 45 8621 7598
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The one partner who lets you lead.



Converting? Consolidating? Confused? You need a partner who knows all the intricate next level solutions
steps necessary to take you to your next level without stepping on any toes. You need

a partner who can take your lead and support you with 77 years of broadcast

leadership. You need Harris Broadcast Systems. From studios to mobile systems, from

transmitters to antennas, from components to networks, Harris is your single -source

provider for TV, radio, and systems integration. So when you're ready to take those

next steps, give us a call. We'll be more than happy to put you on our dance card. PRODUCTS

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS

14AirmiraCommunications
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FCC Update

FCC streamlines application processes
By Harry Martin

In October, the FCC adopted new procedures to
simplify radio and TV applications and, starting in the
fall of 1999, the agency will require them to be filed

electronically. The FCC additionally revised the require-
ments for selling and extending unbuilt construction
permits and decreased the frequency of ownership
reports to every two years.

 New Forms: The FCC simplified 15 key broadcast
application and reporting forms to make them compati-
ble with electronic filing. In many cases certifications
have been substituted for the narrative exhibits currently
required. The FCC will conduct random audits of up to
5% of pre -grant and 5% of post -grant applications, with
serious penalties for false certification.

 Electronic Filing: Electronic filing will not be
available before March 1999, but will become mandatory
on a form -by -form basis six months after a form is eligible
for electronic filing. The FCC will make available comput-
er software that permits forms to be filled out directly on
a computer screen, with the completed form transmitted
instantly to the FCC via the Internet. Electronic forms will
include fee submission information. Security will be
ensured through the use of passwords selected by the
applicant or licensee and unique account numbers as-
signed by the FCC. Applications will be available to the
public via the Internet shortly after they are filed.

 Construction Permits: All initial broadcast con-
struction permits will now be issued for three years, in
lieu of the current two years for full -power TV stations
and 18 months for other broadcast facilities. In addition,
the FCC eliminated the current restrictions on for-profit
sales of unbuilt stations, allowing permits to be sold for
any price the parties negotiate.

 Ownership Reports: Ownership reports for com-
mercial stations will now be filed every two years instead
of annually. In addition, the revised ownership report
form will require identification of the race/ethnicity and
gender of each individual or entity having an attributable
interest in the licensee or permittee.

FCC looking at new EEO rules
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard has said he would like to

have new or revised EEO rules proposed by the end of
the year and in effect by mid -year 1999. Alternative
approaches to a rulemaking notice on EEO are being
developed by the FCC's staff. One, which would attempt
to accommodate divergent views among the Commis-
sioners, would take the form of a general fact-finding

document which invites comment on a wide-ranging set
of suggested policies and legal issues, including the FCC's
basic authority to promulgate EEO rules. No specific
regulations would be included in the proposals.

A second approach would have the FCC propose
specific rules similar to those invalidated in the Lutheran
Church case, except without the numerical EEO process-
ing guidelines targeted by the court. Through this scheme,
FCC Rule 73.2080(a), banning employment discrimina-
tion because of race, color, religion, national origin or
sex, would be retained, and the "outreach" requirements
of Rules 73.2080(b) & (c), such as the following, would
be reimposed:

 Utilize media, minority and women's organizations,
educational institutions and other sources of minority and
female applicants to supply referrals whenever job va-
cancies are available.

 Communicate the station's EEO program and employ-
ment needs to sources of qualified minority and female
applicants.

 Conduct a continuing review of job structure and
employment practices.

 Post notices informing employees and job applicants
of their EEO rights.

 Undertake to offer promotions of qualified minorities
and women in a nondiscriminatory fashion to positions
of greater responsibility.

 Analyze efforts to recruit, hire and promote minorities
and women and address any difficulties encountered in
implementing the EEO program.

To enforce these requirements, some FCC staff members
believe the agency might continue to monitor job "appli-
cant pools" to make sure they include minorities and
women. The use of applicant pool analysis, which focuses
on efforts rather than hiring quotas, fast was emphasized
by the FCC after the Supreme Court's 1995 decision in
Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, which struck down
government -imposed racial classifications in hiring. +

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail: martin@fhh-telcomlaw.com.

aotot.teLzs-._
Commercial stations in the following states must

submit their annual ownership reports by February 1:
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Kansas, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, New Jersey and New York.
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compact mixer.
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radio spots. taken sound for more
major motion pictures. and
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competition combined.

Yes, there are compact mixers
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mixers with ads that are almost
as wordy as our own.

But the CR1604-VLZ' 16x4x2
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By Chriss Scherer,

The change in century brings with it
varied concerns, especially in the

computer industry. The next millennium
may also mark the next age of radio.

e have already seen some
significant changes from
the beginnings of radio.

Its evolution from a novelty to spec-
tacle to a big money business took
decades to happen and it's certainly
not over yet. Some of the more recent
changes included CD delivery, com-
puter storage and auto-
mation, and ISDN and
other forms of high-
speed transmission. Oth-
er technologies have
emerged and are or will
be affecting how we do
business.

DAB
The subject of digital

radio has been covered
many times and in many ways. Euro-
pean countries are moving ahead on
DAB with some facilities already on
the air in some capacity. The Eureka -
147 system has gained popular ac-
ceptance abroad, with receivers now
available in Germany and the UK.
Canada is not too far behind Europe.
As you probably already know, the L -
band spectrum used for Eureka is not
available in the US. The military has
it occupied. This has left the US in the
unaccustomed position of being a
technology follower.

Despite this lag, the digital frontier
is working on two planes in the US.
The terrestrial systems being worked

on are all IBOC in -band, on -chan-
nel). There are currently three pro-
ponents working on a solution, two
of which are relative newcomers to
the arena - Digital Radio Express
(DRE) and Lucent Digital Radio. USA
Digital Radio (USADR) has been
working on a system for several years

Test prototype 1130C exciters (top) and receivers that
were shown by USADR at the NAB Radio Show.

and first demonstrated a prototype at
the 1995 NAB convention.
DAB was a hot topic at the NAB

Radio show in Seattle last month.
There was plenty of buzz around the

show floor about who was there and
what they were doing. All three IBOC
proponents exhibited. For DRE and
Lucent, this was a necessary step for
them to show a commitment to offer-
ing an IBOC solution.

USADR recently filed a petition for
rulemaking with the FCC asking for
the establishment of an IBOC stan-
dard and service. With predicted ser-
vice _aunches of late 1999 to early
2000, this is a necessary step.
The three proponents all displayed

various aspects of their systems.
USADR showed the prototype exciter
and receiver it will use for its next set
of multiple market tests. Lucent had
full demonstrations of PAC (Perceptual

Audio Coder), the
algorithm that is used in
its system and other
limited -bandwidth
applications. DRE had a
van equipped with test
and measurement gear
for its tests.

The other area of de-
velopment is in S-DARS
(Satellite Digital Audio
Radio Service). Capital-
izing on radio's unique
position as a mobile

medium, the two S-DARS licensees in
the US, CD Radio and XM Satellite
Radio (the former American Mobile
Radio Corporation), are preparing to
launch (literally) satellite -delivered
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services. Both have agreements in
place with various content providers
for a wide range of audio services.
They each plan to offer up to 100
channels of digital audio, with some
channels being free of charge and
containing commercials and others
offered on a pay -subscription, com-
mercial -free basis.

Both US DAB technolo-
gies are shooting for im-
plementation in 2000. The
IBOC systems have a way
to go to meet this chal-
lenge. If both services be-
come available at the same
time, the biggest advan-
tage for both of them
would be to offer radios
capable of three modes of
service - analog broad-
cast, IBOC and S-DARS.
Allowing consumers ac-
cess to all three services
with a single piece of hard-
ware instead of discrete
components or add-ons
will help drive the suc-
cess of both new technologies. There
are not yet any agreements in place
for a radio manufacturer to offer a
single receiver capable of both DAB
services.

Integration
and
consolidation

Stations that
were once fierce

competitors have,
in increasing num-

bers, become co -owned
and might even share facilities.

This is the case in many markets.
The effects of consolidation have
been felt nearly everywhere, and it's
a safe bet that the consolidation will
continue into the next century. The
effects have even gone beyond sta-
tions to the manufacturers. Announce-
ments made at last spring's NAB
convention included established man-
ufacturers buying others and group
owners buying major interests in man-
ufacturers.

Equipment has become more inte-
grated as well. How long ago was the
first computer installed at your sta-
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tion? How long until the second, the
third, the network, e-mail and Inter-
net access? It's amazing how much
we rely on them for the basics of
operation. Reliance on computers
will only increase. (Technical job
security today relies not only on
audio and RF, but also on some level

The Internet, WANs. intranets and
significant roles in radio's future.

Back to the show
The NAB Radio show floor and

sessions cast an eye toward current
and potential increases in radio's com-
petition with the Internet and other
new media services. New recording/
playback formats and DTV have the
potential to subtract listenership be-

cause, essentially, someone

extranets will all play

of expertise in computers.)
LANs, WANs, intranets and extra -

nets are already widely used and will
continue to grow and evolve. The
computer industry gets a face lift

every few months. Broadcasters ben-
efit from this by not having to invent
the technology, like they did in the
early days of radio. It already is not
uncommon to have several people
work on a single production without
being in the same building. The voice
talent in Dallas sends his track to the
musician/composer in Los Angeles,
who in turn sends his work to the
editor in Chicago for final mixdown
before having it played in Baltimore.

On -air and online
Is your station online? Having a

Web presence is almost expected
today. If nothing else, it serves to
keep you on the public's Internet
radar screen. Adding services and
features will be a neccesity, whether
it's as simple as taking e-mail re-
quests and selling station merchan-
dise, or as intensive as fully loaded
multimedia netcasting. The Internet/
radio partnership will grow.

watching TV or listening to
a CD or DAT is not listening
to the radio.

Arbitron released data
from a study that looked
into Internet usage among
radio listeners. The data
obviously shows an in-
crease in Web activity. It

also shows that radio is
seeing a level of competi-
tion from this medium.
There is some online lis-
tening, but it's not yet to
the point where people
are listening exclusively over
their computers and not over
air. However, in some envi-
ronments, like offices,

where over -the -air reception may not
be possible, an Internet LAN connec-
tion may provide a means to reach this
valuable audience segment.

What's in a name?
What defines radio? Is providing a

continuous audio program with a
popular (in some fashion) appeal all
that is needed? Do you need a trans-
mitter? Do you need a feel for the
local audience? Does it have to be
portable? Some believe that the Inter-
net is the next medium for radio. We
already see some of that today. How
many "stations" are online? Not FCC -
licensed stations with a transmitter
and an online audio stream, but only
an online audio stream?

Online stations do provide a contin-
uous program feed with a type of
transmitter (audio codec and a server).
Perhaps this is the next step for DAB?

As compression algo-
rithms become more

advanced and
portable

it.
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Ease of Use. The MediaTouch OpLOGTM Control Panel, copyright in 1984, s the most copied touchscreen in the rac io industry today
because it places all crucial things your jocks need at their fingertips. Our new OpLOG2000TM Air Controller 'cr Windows gives
your jocks even more live assist power.

Open Staidards: MediaTouch since inception, has always ma ntained an Better Hardware.
open architecture in its iardware, software interfaces and operational
protocol designs. This means MediaTouch can easily adapt to your style of format, and internal cr wide area operations. Other proprietary
and boiler plated systems restrict your purchasing flexibility, growth potential and force you into inflated prices when t'; time to upgrade.

W.A.A.N.r" Wide Area Audio Networking:.Other systems are new adapting their sofwtare.to connect your stations near and far
together, MediaTouch has been using W A.A.N T"' since 1992! Talent may share the same AIR log in tie same budding, in a differ-
ent buildiig, or even in another city! Is wide area traffic and music scheduling, production, taleit and remote control between
stations what you want in your digital system? With MediaTouch, it's easy.

Better Support. Call us today at (800)636-0123 or ;888)665-0501
and get in touch with MediaTouch for the Best in digital audio

MediaTouch
A DIVISION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC.

811111DCISTER; -
CEICERAfg STCRE

24130 5.E 52nd Street

Ocala, Horida.34480-750('.

Tel: 1-352-622-7700
Windows 95 and Windom II are

trademarks of Microsoft CoToration Fax 1-352-629-7000

CALL FOR YOUR FREE INTERACTIVE CD ROM DEMO OF OpLOG-2000(TM)
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Internet access becomes as common
as Walkman radios, tuning in your
favorite station may not involve se-
lecting 100.7MHz or 1420kHz, but
www.mystation.com instead.
Another possibility is portable stor-

age players that can store audio from
the Internet for playback at a later
date (See Last Byte. p. 80).

Technology and competition
Television is about to undergo a

change we hope will show radio how
to evolve from an analog to a digital
delivery system. Any of its obstacles
and challenges are likely ours also,
and its victories will help shed some
light on the path to a DAB future.
The added choices provided by

multichannel DTV, online entertain-
ment and new technologies like DVD
will be stiff competition for the com-
mon audience. Will radio be able to
stay up to date and compete? Radio
must find ways to stay fresh and
interesting to the public.

Perhaps these new media choices
will drive radio to once again become

more diverse in its programming while
still keeping a watchful eye on the
bottom line.

Digital, of course
Naturally, digital technology will

play a key role in nearly every-
thing to come. The practice of
wiring a facility with discrete
runs of wire is going away.
Most digital consoles in-
clude the capability to
route signals as well.
The interconnection
between all the audio sourc-
es in a facility may be a multicon-
ductor assembly, or even multiplexed
on a coax or fiber connection if there
is a distance involved. In many instal-
lations, the audio storage/playback
system and the console controller
will be a few feet apart. The cabling
needs will change from multiple pairs
for analog or AES3 audio to high-
speed data and extensions for com-
puter keyboards, monitors and mice.

Delivery, editing, storage, routing,
processing, transmission and recep-

tion will make up the sig-
nal chain in tomorrow's all -

digital environment, just as they
did in the analog world. Many

facilities have begun the transition
to digital and have some of these
elements in place. The analog pieces
that remain will soon begin the pro-
cess of being phased out. How long
will it be before finding an analog
device is more difficult than finding
its digital replacement?
While a new millennium is around

the corner, a new age of radio will be
right alongside offering new chal-
lenges to broadcasters and new choic-
es to listeners.

Take the online survey:
The Digital Transition

www.beradio.com

KRES Radio
Moberly, Missouri

MURPHY

So,

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging...wood trim to
keep edges from
delaminating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

A 4153 N. BONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 A TEL (619) 698-4658 A FAXAX (619) 698-1268 A

V (800) 307-1060 V Email: dennis@murphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

STUDIO FURNITURE Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation
Circle (28) on Free Info Card
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Fill Your Rack With Switchcraft...

One
rack
unit

TTP96FA Series

'C Terminations

Nickel -plated steel frame jacks
with gold-pi:it-eel switching ,'70ritic-t-

Jacks paired for easy
of left and right cli.inn.-:qs

Heavy duty
side -out tray
p-ovides easy

access from
ront of rack

Captive nut design

Introducing the Front Access Patchbay Series...
an exciting new reason to make Switchcraft your source for audio panels.

Our innovative front access patchbay gives you space
where you've never had it before and convenience
you've never dreamed of. in a quality package you've
come to expect from Switchcraft. Our heavy duty
slide -out tray gives you access to the 96 nickel -plated
steel frame jacks from the front of the unit.

But that's only the beginning! See the photo above for
all of the features and benefits, which make this panel

MT48/52 Series

 1/4" Nickel -plated
steel frame jacks

 Rugged cable tie bar
 3 1/2" or 1 3/4"

panel height

 Extra wide
labeling strips

 Fully -wired with
EDAC connectors

SwitchcraU®

ideal for use in studios, :ape editing rooms, mobile
facilities and anywhere space is limited.

While you're at it, check out the patching products
below. Don't forget our high quality patchcords, and
industry -standard Q -G microphone connectors.

Switchcraft is your one -stop shop for all of your broad-
cast interconnect reeds Call (773) 792-2700 ext. 243
today for a copy of our Audio Video Products catalog.

F

Patch Kits

1

 TT Nickel -plated
steel frame jacks

 Rugged cable tie bar
 Extra wide

labeling strips
 1 3/4" panel height

 Choose from
a variety of
normaling
configurations

 3 1/2" or 1 3/4"
panel height
(1/4" or TT)

5555 Ncrth Elston Avenue  Chicago, IL E0630
(773) 792-2700  Fax: (773) 792-2129

Switchcraft -Consistently Excellent Since 1946SM
vvww.switchcraft.com
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Industry leaders put their imaginations to the
everyday challenges we all face.

ow many times have you
asked that question? Most
often it comes when you're

elbow deep in a project and you realize
that there simply has to be a better way
of doing it. It also comes up every time
radio guys get together with other radio

Ron Bartlebaugh
Ron is director

of engineering
for the NIKSU stations,

Kent

State Univerity,
Kent,

OH, one of two public radio stations

serving
theses veland

and northeast
Ohio area.

VVKSU

serves a population
of more

than three
million peopl. The

engineering
department

consists
of Ron and two other full

1 have
projects on

hold with
the hope that manufacturers

would introduce
real

1 . Fourth-
or ifth-generation

digital audio mixing consoles.
time engineers.

digital consoles
with many

refinements.
We are just now beginning

to see

some products
in the marketplace

that may be possibilities
for U.

2. More
time to study

and keep up with all of the new
technologies

that have

come
about in our industry,

including,
DIV which absolutely

fascinates

me) and the Internet.)
can't wait

for DAB
to hit the US. We live in an age

of rapid technological
advancements

that challenge
all engineers.

3. More bandwidth
for our webservers

or a way thousands
of simultaneous

hits could be accommodated
using minimal

bandwidth.

4. It would be
nice to have studio-quality

microphones
that would

5. I would love
to have a POIS

codec that would provide studio-quality

provide an
AES output

stream.

6. A good, affordable,
industry -standard

documentation
system.

We

stereo audio
with at least full 5k1 -1z. response.

always struggle
with documentation.

Everyone
has a different

way of doing it. With a
standard it

would all
make sense

when

7 . Standby
electrical

power generators
for two of our repeater

engineers
move from

station to station.

stations.
We have

it at one of our repeater
stations,

but the

two others are without.
I want to keep

the entire network

8. Dedicated
STS

paths to all of our repeater
stations.

up and running
in an emergency.

Currently,
the Vs/Kg) repeater

stations
are fed via off -air

pickup.
1 would

like to have dedicated
paths to

each station

to allow regional
underwriting

specific to a repeater.

guys. They'll be sitting around talking
about the industry and its furtive steps
at progress and someone will say "What
we really need is..." or "Why doesn't
somebody..."

BE Radio asked some of the indus-
try's brightest what they'd wish for if
they found the genie's lamp. The an -
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swers might surprise you. Mixed in
among the political zingers and equip-
ment features bordering on the absurd
are the seeds of innovation.

Do you have a wish for the indus-
try? We'd love to hear it. Send them to
us via e-mail at beradio@intertec.com.

Kirk
Harnack

Kirk is director
of engineer-:lig for Delta Radiodent of/arnack presi-
Engineering

and a frequent
contrib-

Ltor to

OBE

Radio, including
"Maintaining

the Multi-

T.-ansmitter
Site," October 1998.

1. Network
-ready broadcast

equipment.
My mic Pro -controlling

don't necessarily
need /P addresses,

but

imagine controlling
satellite

receivers,
RPLI systems

and routing
switchers

from
your desk

or home.
2. t'd like a

packet -network-enabled
audio codec./to send real-time,
albeit slightly

delayed,
high-quality audio across a packet-based

LAN or WAN.
say "appliance"

because
I'd rather do

thi:: without
using a PC at either end.

3. A j3ck-proof
type -N connector

for RPIJ equipment.

4. A v rtual audio console built around
a hue, flat

-panel

touchscreen,
customized

by each operator.
Song titles,

traffic reports, contest winners
with Caller.

ID, and the

weather forecast
could all pop up on -screen

as needed.

During automated
periods,

the virtual
console would

become
a DAW

and Production
console

with EQ, effects,

and a "cart -label" inrface
to the automation

system.

5. A port -431e version
of Item 4 with Iridium phone interfacewould be a recommended

option.

(and a static
/P address).

Tickets
to the Cayman

Islands
6. A 19-in .17 equipment

rack accessory
that holds

a supply of

10-32 screws
and washers.

While you're at it, another

accessory
that holds

Big Culp
or Route

44 drinks
and how

about a colding
tray -table

accessory?
7. Broadcast

versions
of pro and semi-pro equipment.

How
and 1/4 -inch headphone

jacks?

about a ortable
mini -disk recorder

with XLR connectors
8. A digital composite

interface
for FM exciters.

9. There just 3ren't enough standards.
lust when

you thought

you could
get all your equipment

to work cohesively,
you

That's
the beauty

of standards.

find you need another standard
to get things working.
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Radio, including
'Consolidation

of Production,"
September

1998.

Kevin is president
of Exegesis

Technologies,
a networking

and technology
consulting

firm
and a frequent

contributor
to BE

1. A common
open

Command language
to tightly

integrate
control

and diagnosis
of any applicable

device
(transmitter

computer
industry

has the simple
network

management
protocol

(SNMF).

control
to a simple

audio processor)
with a single

front-end
program

on a PC. Te/ecom
has had

this for years,
and the

2. To make #1 work
all devices

should provide
at least

an RS-485 compliant
port that

can be daisy-chained
on a serial

bus.

Even better, add an Ethernet
port with

SNA4P
capability.

3. Ethernet
ports on digital

consoles,
processors

and storage
systems

Audio
could be routed through

the Ethernet
backbone

to any destination.
You'd

aiso be eliminating
a few stages

of audio
conversion

along the way not to mention
cabling.

4. Traffic
reports

after 6 p.m. There
are still peop/e

commuting.
You already

have the traffic people
doing your news, how

many
more barter

spots
can this possibly

cost?

5. Radio
station

Web
sites that provide

a significant
value

to the station.
You need a compelling

reason for a surfer
to use

Your site. "Click here for a special
message

from the morning
team,"

"DJs in wacky
poses,

and streaming
audio are mildly

amusing,
but you're missing

the big picture.
Check

the Web
site of any major newspaper

to see where you need to be.

6. On-air variety.
Formats

have become
so homogenized

you can hear
the same 30 songs

in any city You
visit. I

understand
the need for music

research,
but just because

a song
tests well doesn't

mean / need
to hear it

constantly.
It is amusing

that WSKQ-FM,
the Spanish

contemporary
outlet

in New

gout
ity, has dethroned

longtime
leader that

as merica's
most listened

-to station
based

on average
rter hours.

I've

mainstream
regurgitated

formats
and don't understand

a word of Sp,

found myself listening
to Hispanic

radio
in several

of the markets
I travel

as an alternative
to the

7. A moratorium
on any further elimination

of broadcast
regulations

until we eluate

the impact
on the industry

to date.
What's

next, permitting
station

to move
its

financial
impact

to the parent
company?

transmitter
site because

the coverage
at the present

site is causing
grievous

8. We're finally
seeing

owners
make a distinction

between
engineering

and MIS.
I hope this trend continues.

kevin 41cNainara

John Caracciolo
John began

his radio-engineering
career in 1983

as an engineer
for WNYT.

He is now settling
into his second

year as vice president
and gener-

a/ manager orlaradBroadcastirtg
Company, which

owns and operates three FM stations
on tong

/s/and:
WIN?, WORE

and WXX/3
Party 105. All threequarters.

stations
operate from farad's Garden

City, NY head-1. A remote
and studio encoder

and decoder
that is capable of transmitting

hook-up
with minimum

delay.

15kHz
stereo audio from a standard

POTS line
every t

on every
2. An accurate

radio rating
service that worked

off a subcarrier
or sub

-

audible signal encoded
onto the main radio channel.

The listener would

wear a watch -type device that would decode and store the information

r?ceivd
from the station. The watch storage information

would be
3. ISDN

as a standard
US phone service.

download
once a week and an exact survey would be released.

.. .
4. Fellable,

very user-friendly
professional

CO players durable
enough tO

require little
or no maintenance.  405. A studio

phone hybrid
system capab/e of interfacing

with any digital

phonesystem.
z.

6. An audio processor
that works digitally

yet maintains
that robust analog

dynamic
as a CD.

sound. Achieve
maximum

loudness,
but keep the audio as clean and

7. A DAW
that is PC-based,

easy -to
-use and learn,

and can be networked

to other units in the studi 3 and out. It should
have large storage capacity

and have a built-in
DAT backup.

It should
have ali effects built-in

lovv-cost
and easy to maintain.

File transfer
should be simple

point -and

click whether
the recipient

is clown the hall or 2500 miles away.

8. A
Plug-in circuit board that will fix all of our Y2K problems.

Plug it

into your PC and welcome
to the new miilenium.

9. A reliable,
rugged and portable digital recorder

for use by a field

DA.,
small and compact. It should

use a common
medium life

low-cost
and wer-friendly.10. A DVM-sized
test set with a DVM, frequency

counter, tone

generator,
RF probe,

small scope, dB
meter. and digital test options

11. A radio engineering
trainingand troubl

I offering basic electronics
A

cas engineers.° and radio engineering.
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MO
joined

1001
Broadcast

Group
in

late dune
as

for of engineering

for its

Radio
GOO

and
has

been
in the radio

broadcast

industry
in various

positions

la

since
1967.

I -le
is a volunteer

partic-

ipant
on the NRSC

0A8
subcommit-

ee -and
chairs

the
lest

Guidelines

\Narking
Group.



Television Broadcasting

Celebrating 50 years
of continuous service

Radio Broadcasting

IS09001 Certified

%Continzatal e rtlitttonia Co2potatio
800.733.5011 Dallas, Texas 75227

www.contelec.com

Continvztai
Santiago, Chile

TELEFUNKEN
Sendertechnik

Berlin, Germany
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Milford (Smitty) Smith

Smitty has been in the fiel ast engineering foi somewhere on the far side of 30 years. e started

at a small 1000W station in Vermont, and his day-to-day involvement on an engineering level continues.
He is currently vice president of engineering for Greater Media, East Brunswick, NJ. He has acquired
memberships in numerous organizations and currently chairs the NRSC DAB subcommittee.

1. The successful development and initiation of a radically improved digital (DAB) broadcast system in
the US The path pursued by the current proponents is a difficult one, but the only one that works
technically and politically for the US. All are to be complimented on their efforts in this unbelievably challenging endeavor.

2. A renewed interest and continued rollout of RBDS by broadcasters and the receiver manufacturers. Is there a PD or GM who
wouldn't want his/her call letters staring
back at every in -car listener?

Badge of Honor

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?

Digigram Inc 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1004 Arlington. VA 22201
Phone: +1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161
E-mail: inpuhddigigram.com
Web: http://www.digigram.corn

Circle (17) on Free Info Card

-Jo' OPEN
The reports of our death are greatly exaggerated

Sine Systems Inc

615  228  3500 (voice)
615  227  2367 (fax)
www.sinesys.com (web)

Circle (18) on Free Info Card
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3. A commonality of audio file formats
and header information among DAW and
hard disk -based program automation
manufacturers. In the New World of con-
solidation, seamless file transfer among
these systems is an absolute necessity.
4. Greater participation, especially by
corporate engineers and their respective
companies in NAB and NRSC committee
work, which is absolutely vital to the
industry's future. We now see the same
faces so often that we all know each
other's middle names. Ditto on greater
participation in FCC rulemakings and
NOls.
5. Compensation for technical people
that is more reflective of the many talents
they now, more than ever, must possess.
RF, AF, digital audio, and now computers
and networking are required. I chuckle at
today's typical help -wanted ads - they
aren't asking for much, are they?
6. A corollary: An industry effort to train,
recruit and promote new talent. When all
of us old guys disappear, who's going to
be minding the engine room?
7. A fitting successor to Robert (Bob)
Greenberg at the FCC. Bob was the con-
summate industry liaison and a true friend
to the technical side of an industry he
took the time to understand. Bob was our
collective friend at the FCC; he is sorely
missed.
8. Group and station managers who un-
derstand that the money spent to send
their technical folks to the various indus-
try conventions, especially the NAB spring
show, will come back with an amazing
interest in terms of new knowledge and
contacts in this rapidly evolving industry.
9. On a more nuts -and -bolts note, a high -
power, solid-state FM transmitter that is
price comparable with today's 20kW+
tube models.
10. I admit we're getting closer, but I'm
still looking for the BMX -III of digital
consoles.



Rock solid remote connections
A.ET.A. Scoop Reporter MKII

Are your remote connections impor-

tant? You be: they are! Keep your

live feed active with the highest

standards possible. Use the new

Scoop Reporter MKII manufactured by

A.E.T.A. This new generation of

RO.T.S. (Plain Old Telephone Standard)

codec supplies rock solid quality to all

of your remote connections.

Tired of long delays in your remote?

User -selectable delay modes down to

150 ms that are a standard feature on

the Scoop MK II offer you a choice

when it comes to bidirectional

communications.

When news feed and remote

broadcasts are important to your

organization, get the Rock Solid

Solution. Why risk it? Try the Rock

Solid A.E.T.A. Scoop Reporter MK II

codec today.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

A1111111=k

INI

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

ATtCommunications
RRIS
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Barry
Thomas

Barks technical
director

for Chan-
cellor Media's

l(CMG,
Mega

700, a

new station
in the marketproviding

a

new oldies-musi
format

to the
Los

Ange/es
area. Chancellor

holds five sta-

tions
in Los Angeles.

gatMe 00 has two

full-time
engineers

while a new facility
is

being

and the
three other

team.
market chiefs

complete
a strong

technicalexecuted.
Perhaps

a radio
Grand

Alliance.

DAB equipment
and standards

ready
to be adopted

and

2. A working
nationwide

EAS system.
3. A solution

to broadcast
te/ehny

that reflects
the current

state

of the industry
without

using
or emulating

analog
switch

systems.

An
easy -to -use,

wireless
remote

broadcast
system

that
can help

resolversstandard
RP1J channe/

congestion
and offer

ISDN quality
with the

independence
of RI31.J.

. Low-cost,
modular

digital audio
mixing

and routing
systems

that

can offer
an incremental

approach
to switching

to digital
audio

transmission.
6. A multitrack

or twochanne/
digital audio editing

system
with the

acceptance,
flexibility

and power
of Mac-based

systems
on a PC

platform.

7. An Inter power

audio de-

livery
system

to reduce
the CPU

count
in modem

radio

production
studios.8.PCS

that works
at least

on par with cellular,

jell
Johnson

jeff is the network
engineer

for WVXU-FM,
Xavier

Univrsity,
Cincinnati,

and also
for the X -Star Radio

Network.
WVXU/X-Star

Radio
Network

comprises

die nation's
largest

privately
held radio network.

It

consists
of eight

full -power
stations

in Ohio,
Ind

ana and Michigan.
WVXL)

is also an NPR/PRI

affiliate.
Jeff has

a background
industrial

design

and electronics
dating

back to
octal vacuum

tubes

and the
birth of the LP.

1 .

wall warts.
Why not gangable

wall warts
like Christmas

tree lights?
Better

yet, how
about an

end to
wall warts

altogether?

2. An IBOC DAB standard
sometime

soon -
workable.

back

at FM stereo,
NISC and \IFIS. They are relatively

poor

standards,
but standards

nonetheless.
Let's hurry before

direct

satellite
and the Internet

show everyone
how it' done.

3. Overnight
to

of to to a flash
RAM cart from digital radio,

the Internet,
or satellite

to play
in your Walkman

or car the next

4 A realization
by our industry

that we are content
providers

and

5 An end to the digital compression
goulash.

It is of little wonder

not memo the

jockeys
or cash mills.

day b

we nostalgic
for fire bottles

and dinosaur
vinyl.

6. Consistertly
bette equipment

documentation.
The sales

brochure
sans more

than the
dots, and they

also do it M color.

7 . Bigknobs
and big

labels on equipment.
Much better control

panel de;ign.
Why squint

at teensy
little lettering

next to tiny

B. A reasonably
sized, portable

MiniDisc
recorder

with big

button_ - and make
it water-resistant.

It'll sell a million.
controls?

SujavzioTawacicaliPToductl
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters FM Antennas
1771: '

e

High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1,000 watt $5,990.00
2,500 watt $11.990.00
5,00 watt $18,990.00
10,000 watt $22,990.00
15,000 watt $29,990.00
20,000 watt $32,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt
300 watt
1,000 watt

$2,800.00 2,000 watt $12,900.00
$3,500.00 3,000 watt $19,990.00
$7,990.00 5,000 watt $29,990.00

All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20,000 watts per bay

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt $995.00
300 watt $1,790.00
500 watt $2,990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter

and Receiver
$3,500.00

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326  Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958
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What's
the

Difference.

All soundcards are not created equal. When you listen

closely. the difference is day and night. First there's sound

cuality. To take advantage of the newest all -digital

transmission paths you need the best. Do a

sound check - you'll find nothing sounds

better than Antex Then there's

compatibility. A great soundcard

gives you more choices - in

ANTEX AUDIO

PLUGGED IN

system compatibility, application

performance, and compression formats.

Again. Antex is unequaled. Finally look at

the record. The leader in digital audio for

more than a decade. Antex exceeds

expectations and delivers the finest sound

anywhere. With over 100.000 soundcards sold

worldwide. it's no wonder that Antex Audio is

plugged in by more professionals than any other

soundcard. They hear the difference - you will. too.

Ask For Antex

AANTEX
ELECTRONICS

NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF SOUND.

1125 West 190th Street. Gardena. California 90248

310 532 3092  800 338 4231 www.antex.corn
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The best digit?, broadcast systems use Antex Audio. Do You?

IN CI SYSTEMS. INC -.!
M. M. N411-114.11.

Prophet Systems, lac. Scott Steams

rds



RF COMPONENTS
 Transmission Line
Rigid/HELIAX

 Waveguide
 Filters/Combiners
UHF/VHF

TV ANTENNAS
 UHF  LPTV
 VHF  Dual mode

FM ANTENNAS
 Sidemounts
 Panels
 Combined Systems

JAY,
1 I hen

You Want More
Than Just An
Antenna

PANEL ANTENNAS
 FM  UHF  VHF

Md,1 ,n USA since 1 954

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RE SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 292880

Sacramento, CA 95829 USA
Phone (916) 383-1177  Fax (916) 383-1182

www.jampro.com E -Mail: jampro@ns.net

HUI AX ,s a registered trademark of Andrew Corporation

Harry Martin
Harry is an attorney
with Fletcher, Heald
and Hildreth and
writes the FCC
Update column for
BE Radio and its sister
publication Broadcast Engineering.

I . Resolution of the FCC's technical
streamlining proceeding. Most
changes to AMs will become minor

changes exempt from the auctions freeze.
2. The end of the freeze for FM translator applications. There

is no reason to keep broadcasters from filing just because
the auction rules are not final. If MX situations develop,
those contested applications can be held up.

3. Since the FCC will be using auctions when there is more
than one application for a newly allocated FM facility, give
a bidding credit to the party who finds the channel and
allocates it. Otherwise, there is little incentive to propose a
new allocation. Relatedly, if someone finds a new FM
frequency, that party should be afforded exclusive rights to
the channel if a demonstration is made that there is a
second, equivalent channel available to accommodate
other expressions of interest.

4. A decision from the FCC as to whether joint sales agree-
ments are considered "attributable" ownership interests.
Radio stations in such arrangements do not know how JSAs
will be treated in the context of the multiple ownership
rules, in spite of significant investment encouraged by past
FCC silence on this issue.

5. An FCC decision on how to define "market" for purposes
of multiple -ownership rule analysis. Currently, markets are
defined as the areas included within the city -grade con-
tours of all commonly owned stations. This very liberal
standard, now under fire by Commissioners Ness and
Tristani, has permitted mega-duopolies in many markets. If
the FCC wants to make the definition stricter, to limit the
number of stations a party can own in a market, it should
do so quickly to eliminate uncertainty.

6 Cancel ation, nationwide, of the G. Gordon Liddy pro-
gram. The same for Howard Stern. (My age is showing.)

7 Cancellation of the FCC's move to the Portals, a building
which k inaccessible to engineers and lawyers practicing
before the FCC, and which is being rented by Uncle Sam at
exorbitant rates. (No one at the FCC wants the move either.)

8 Speedier deployment of in -band, on -channel (IBOC) digi-
tal radio. Digital radio will help struggling AMs and gener-
ally improve the quality of aural transmissions. Out -of -
band digital is impossible without displacing the entire US
radio industry. (Or, maybe everyone can have a second
channel during transition?)

9. Back on multiple ownership: We need clear standards for
FCC referrals to the Department of Justice of potentially
anticompetitive combinations. The FCC should make refer-
rals based on these standards and then defer to Justice to
make the call. Questionable deals now receive the FCC's
version of Chinese water torture, with no consistency in
treatment and little hope for a decision - unless a senator
writes a letter to Chairman Kennard.

O. My most sincere wish is that the economy remains
healthy. It's more fun dealing with broadcasters on a buying
spree than receivers and bankruptcy trustees. (Actually,
some of the deals I've seen during the past two years might
not make it even if GDP doubles next year.)

Circle (32) on Free Info Card
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AKO'S BROADCAST

MICROPHONE

SERIES VSZTV(1
%1 UR AUDIf-NCF

From a Super Bowl broadcast to an interview in
China to the local news, AKG microphones

ensure that what you hear is what
your audience will hear.

C577 _avalier Microphone
 Word's smallest dual diaphragm

microphone

 UltrE low self noise and superior
dynamic range

 Field serviceable modular design
 Rejects clothing rustle and cable noise

D230 Handheld Interview
Microphone

 Soecific:ally designed for ENG applications
 High oubut, omni-directional capsule

 Super low handling noise
 Non -reflect ve finish

HSC2005R Broadcast Headset
 Lightweight serr i-open headphones

 High quality cardic id microphone capsule
 Excellent isolation
 User selectable EQ settings

AKG also manufactures a complete line of on -air
and shotgun microphones for studio and field
applications by the broadcast industry.

LEGENDARY SOUND QUALITY BY
Circle (33) on Free Info Card

AKG Acoustics U.S., 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217,
phone: 615-360-0499, fax: 615-360-0275.
AKG Acoustics G.m.b.H. Vienna/Austria, http://www.akg-acoJstics.com
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EAS 8eY2K:
St4))

By William D. Fawcett

Is time running out for EAS? Technology is
changing radio for the future. The next
millenium could spell trouble for EAS.

Let's face it, Y2K is getting a lot
of press. A recent House panel
predicted that more than one-

third of the most important systems
won't be fixed in time. One system
that broadcasters need to be con-
cerned about is the Emergency Alert
System (EAS).

In investigating this problem an
amazing amount of circular reason-
ing has surfaced. Several months ago
the FCC's EAS head, Frank Lucia,

made inquiry to all
EAS manufactur-
ers. He was told
that there would
be no problem.
On the basis of
that report, oth-

ers have stated
Y2K is a non -issue as

it applies to EAS.
The fact of

the

54

matter is that there are known prob-
lems with the majority of units and
that appropriate upgrades have not
yet been issued.

Julian date
On the surface, the EAS system

would appear to be immune to year -
related issues. After all, the data -
stream protocol uses a date/time for-
mat "JJJHHMM", where JJJ represents
the day of the year. No year informa-
tion is actually transmitted. The prob-
lem arises in the translation of the JJJ
date into a date that includes the year
in the unit's user interface (typically
a printout). The three digit date code
(sequential day number of the year),
for dates after February 28, will differ
by one when comparing a leap year
date to a normal year.

The user interface issues become
even more complex when the print-
out includes a day -of -the -week. In
that case, the day returned will be
incorrect if the unit processes a date
in a year "00" or later as if it occurred
in the early 1900's.

According to Lucia, a date scheme
which would have used the format
DDMMYYYY was considered, but
the more concise JJJ format was
chosen, not to shorten the datas-
tream but instead to stay with the
existing Weather Service SAME
protocol.

Y2K compliance defined
Some vendors might define Y2K

compliance as meeting FCC specifi-
cations. It is important to note that all
five units met FCC specifications at
the time they were released, and it
can be said, to this date, that they still
meet those specifications. It is possi-
ble that a unit may continue to re-
ceive and automatically relay mes-
sages and yet return incorrect infor-
mation through the user interface.
This is a critical logging situation for
fully automated stations.

The selling points of the various
EAS units were the additional fea-
tures not required by the FCC. Those
features, or the lack of them, were
likely crucial in your purchasing de-
cisions. Therefore, all features of a
unit must be reviewed in order to
make an enlightened assessment. Full
Y2K compliance means that the unit
is completely unaffected by the Y2K
problem, not that the unit essentially
functions in most respects.

Notes on testing
Some broadcasters have set their

units to December 31, 1999, and have
observed the clock successfully roll
over into the new millennium. That is
not a valid Y2K test. Besides the leap
year problem, and a few other known
glitches, there are more crucial func-
tions that must be tested.



Confabir
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model
MP -1

MP -2
MP -3
MP -4
MP -2-4
MP -3-5

QV -3-6

Bays Power Gain Price
1 600W -3.3 $250
2 800W 0 $680
3 800W 1.4 $980
4 800W 3.3 $1,280
4 2,000W 3.3 $1.820
5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270
6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

1LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

(MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300

6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

The anter na gain
please, make th

OMB also Manufactures:
FM transmitters
TV transmitters
FM and TV Link
TV antennas
Medium 'Inver FM

( tffinectors
n Free Info Care

thiszermwsmse-

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



EAS 8c Y2K: SOIL
You must make sure to observe

how all functions operate, such as
how the unit reports dates for logged
events. A legitimate excersize would
involve closed-circuit tests between
at least two units, and the best test
would be to send and receive transms-
sions between all five approved units.
Unfortunately the FCC's Laurel, MD,
lab no longer has current versions of
all five units on hand.

An attempt has been made to gather
information on the current EAS units
and also to undertake some informal
testing. There may indeed be addi-
tional problems not uncovered by
this survey.

The leap -year bug
A curious leap -year problem not

directly related to Y2K has also been
discovered. When interrogating the
unit for logged events, the unit will
printout the day the event was re-
ceived (or transmitted) correctly, but
will return the day stated in the
duration of the event according to
the present year, which is not neces-

sarily the year the event actually
occurred in. This is hard to explain
but important to understand.

Remember that each data string
for an event includes a Julian date
and time code in the format JJJH-
HMM. Day 251 (JJJ-251) is Sep-
tember 8 in a normal year, but
becomes September 7 in a leap
year.

So, if the present year is a leap year,
and you printout a logged even: that
occurred in the previous (normal)
year, the date listed in the duration
will be incorrect (if the even: oc-
curred between March 1 and De-
cember 31). The same thing sl ould
occur with leap year
events printed out In a
normal year.

Operationally, his is .1

minor problem, and aglim ,ay
is only vague la d to Y2K The
same problem ul ave also oc-
curred in 1 1 p year) if the
EAS had been operational at the
time. It is oityVincidence that t
year 20.0 also a leap year.

Burk Technology
Burk tells us forthrightly that the

Burk EAS unit is not Y2K compliant,
but that a software upgrade that will
address this is almost complete and is
slated for release in the near future.
The promised but not yet evident
first revision has been in the "almost
ready" stage for at least a year.

The current Burk unit demonstrates
both a Y2K problem and a leap -year
problem. When the unit is set to the
year "00," the printout returns the
date "2000" but calculates the day of
the week as if it were "1900". For
years "01" and beyond, the printout
and day -of -week calculations both

process the dates in the
1900's. Figure 1 shows an
event:logged in 1998 and
interrogated In 2000. The

Alt tape demonstrate the
probl , and the Y2K prob-

wit, it returns the wrong year
should be -1998) and interprets

day of the week according to the
ear 1900.
It is conceivable that the Burk unit

Call the
Pioneers!

970.949.7774 ".345M

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the

broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just
.;9; per month! Look to us for:

Satellite Data Networks

q Satellite Internet Connectivity
q Network Design & Licensing
q Domestic & International Spacetime
q 24 -Hour Technical Support
q Installation & Training
q Lease Financing

Fax 970.949.9620
E-mail: kelly@nsn.mi

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES

Circle (44) on Free Info Card
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LOW COST TOP QUALITY
FM TRANSMITTERS AND

POWER AMPLIFIERS

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS

10W
25W

)IN STOCK READY
TO SHIP

TRANSMITTERS/POWER AMPLIFIERS

150W
300W
500W
1000W
I .5kW
2.0kW
2.5Kw
3.0kW

)IN STOCK READY
TO SHIP

CALL (TOLL FREE)
1-888-411-5174

111TER
1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE CA 95124: 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951

Circle (45) on Free Info Card



411

Old Los Entry,

received at
89/88/98
83:23:91
Matched fi 1 ter

REQUIRED RUT
Received on
Monitor 1 041

A Broad cast
station or
cable system
has issued a
Required Weekly
Test for 00
Harrisonburg,
VA beginning at
3:22 as and
ending at 3:37
a
(WQPOWSUA)

Old los Entry,
received at
89/88/98
83:23101
Matched filter
REQUIRED RUT
Received on
Monitor i
A Broadcast
station or
cable system
has issued
Required Weekly
Test for
Harrisonburg,
VA besinnins at 40
3122 4U Sat Se
0? and ending
at 3137 as Sat
Sep 87
(IMPOUSUA>

Figure 1. A Burk printout showing the prob-
lem with printing out noe-leap year logs
during a leap year (lower portion). The

upper portion is correct as printed in MIL

would continue to relay messages in
2000 and beyond, but having the
wrong day of the week on the print-
out would cause undue confusion.
The Burk unit gives a lot more infor-
mation on the printout than is re-
quired, and this has become its undo-
ing. We have been told that the
upgrade will actually supply even
more information on the printout.

EAS & Y2K: S4)11 -T
HollyAnne Corporation

HollyAnne states: "HollyAnne Cor-
poration EAS equipment is year 2000
compliant. This includes equipment
built or distributed by HollyAnne
Corporation.

The method of testing followed the
guidelines of Y2K compliance analy-
sis including 'leap -and -non -leap -
year' functionality. The day tracking
analysis was also completed success-
fully. Additionally the '9999' (Sep-
ternber 9, 1999) data failure analysis
was completed successfully."

Although HollyAnne's statement lists
several pieces of equipment, but
excludes the HU-961 unit, a Holly -
Anne spokesman indicated that the
FIU-961 unit is compliant.

Multi Technical Services
(MTS)

MTS has stated that all the functions
of the EAS 3000 are Y2K compliant,
including the 486 motherboard and
Bios that are the platform for the unit.

As "historical events" are stored as a
text file, no leap -year interpretation
problems would be anticipated.

Gorman -Redlich
The company states that all units

with firmware newer than 6.4 are
Y2K compliant (which means the
early units were not). There have
been several upgrades recently (cur-
rent firmware is 8.1), and Gorman -
Redlich users should ensure that their
units are current.

Sage Alerting Systems, Inc.
Sage Endec units are distributed

and serviced by Harris Corporation.
Harris has issued a statement which
says:

"The SAGE Endec MAX 1822 will
continue to receive and transmit prop-
erly encoded EAS alerts through the
year 2000 with the current firmware
vesion 5.88 as pursuant to FCC parts
11 rules.
EAS alerts as specified in FCC Part

11.31 (3) (c) do not include the year.
The protocol requires that all EAS
alerts be encoded with only the Julian
day, hour and minute.

The Sage Endec displays the year
information for user convenience.

When viewing the "menu .alerts.view"
alert log function, an anomaly will
occur for the display of years 2000
[will be 100], 2001 (will be 101], 2002
[will be 1021 etc. for firmware ver-
sions lower than 5.103, including
5.88."

What this statement does not tell
you is that the Sage unit will demon-
strate the same leap -year problem as
noted with the Burk unit.

When interrogating the unit for
logged events (VIEW ALERTS LOG),
the unit will process the day stated in
the duration of the event according
to the present year, which is not
necessarily the year the event oc-
curred in.

So, if the present year is a leap year,
and you printout a logged event that
occurred in the previous (normal)
year, the date listed in the duration
will be incorrect (if the event oc-
curred between March 1 and Decem-
ber 31). This is shown in Figure 3,
which shows a 1998 Sage printout
above the same event printed in the
year 2000. Note that the Sage unit has

QEI

Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors
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re -interpreted Julian day 251 as Thurs-
day, September 7 instead of Tuesday,
September 8. A similar problem might
occur with leap year
events printed out in a
normal year.

As was stated in the re-
view of the Burk unit,
this is a minor problem, and again is
only vaguely related to Y2K. The
same problem would have occurred
in 1996 (a leap year) if the EAS had
been operational at the time. So while
this is aot technically a "Y2K" prob-
lem, it is a serisleus engineering flaw.

Harris has indicated that firmware
version 5.103 is available to correct the
Y2K problem. It remains to be seen if
the upgrade will repair the officially
unacknowledged leap-yqar bug.

According to Harris' *e president
for radio, Jim WoOds, tie $50 charge
for the upgrade is defensible because
it was a "convenience issue." Sage
users will have to determine for them-
selves if they bought the unit only
because it met FCC requirements (as
did the other four approved units), or

Modulation Monitors

Digital STL / TSL Systems

if they bought it on the basis of its
proprietary features and user inter-
face. Obviously the latter was the

approach encouraged by
Harris. One early Sage bro-
chure stated: "All EAS en-
coders and decoders are
NOT created equal. While

they all have to meet minimum FCC
requirements, the new Sage ENDEC,
alone, provides user-friendly opera-
tion." Harris continues to use this
statement in its current website ad-
vertising.

TFT Inc.
TFT had previously stated that

"all of its products, [those] that are
currently shipping and those
shipped previvsly, will not he af-
fected b), any jar 2000 issues. Spe-
cifically, the EAS 911 series of EAS
encoders and decoders and the FANS
series distributed by Federal Signal
Corporation will accommodate the
rollover to the year 2000 and that for
any dates from January 1, 1995 to
December 31, 2094."

Once again the leap -year bug has
reared its ugly head. As a result of this
investigation, TFT has confirmed that
its unit (version V*.820) has "a prob-
lem with annotating the year correct-
ly to received messages." That's just
another way of stating the TFT unit
exhibits the same manifestations of
the leap -year bug that has afflicted
the Sage and Burk units.

TFT has not yet stated what plans they
have made to address this problem.

What now?
So what do we do? Broadcasters

should continue to pressure the
vendors to make repairs at no
charge for manufacturing defects.
This is a hot issue for many, and
there are quite a few broadcasters
who still feel that they were co-
erced into purchasing expensive
equipment that was never fully
defined by the FCC to start with.

Right now, large cable operators
are having to gear up for EAS.
Other broadcasters might be re-
placing equipment as consolida-

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

eQE

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751

Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

Low Power Transmitters For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
Circle (46) on Free Info Card
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EAS & Y2
lion takes place, and
it is possible that
some have not
yet attained corn-
pliance. Steps
should be taken to
protect your investment in any equip-
ment (including EAS) that has date
processing functions. A simple but
expedient procedure is to attach a
statement similar to that in Figure 2.
to any purchase order.

Take heart, the FCC and the SBE (see
www.sbe.org/eas/eas_2000.html) arc
now taking another look at this dis-
tressing problem. The ball is now in
the court of the manufacturers to
make this problem right.

Y2K is not the only problem. Some
equipment doesn't compensate for
daylight-saving time and will process
incoming events as expired until the
clock is manually reset, leaving a
vulnerable period each April where
the system is basically shut down for
certain unattended stations. There is
also the county subdivision FIPs code
problem. The list goes on as there are
other problems as well.

Y2K Warranty
The Contractor warrants that all sort

ware, firmware and hardware
product(s) delivered to purchaser un-
der any agreement, and which is used
in accordance with the product doc-
umentation provided by the Contractor,
shall be four -digit Year 2000 compliant.
All products shall accurately proce% all
date -change data from start to finish,
including, but not limited to, twentieth,
twenty-first centuries and leap year cal-
culations. Any product provided under
this Agreement discovered not to be
compliant after acceptance shall be cor-
rected by the Contractor at no additional
cost to the purchaser. Failure to correct
the deficiency shall subject the Contrac-
tor to default action.

Figure 2. A sample warranty attachment
to accompany purchase orders to certify
Y2K compliance.

By January
it will all be

water
over thdam!!

hone: (800) 498- 0487

Fax: (800) 398-8149

www.smartsbroadcast.com

Take the plunge now and get a
Smartcaster or other fine product
from SMARTS Broadcast Systems
before the end of the year to qualify
for big savings. Investigate our lease
options with no payments for 90
days! Smartcaster Digital Audio
products are surprisingly affordable.
Call, fax or email for more details!

Stat.or, Receive Log:
A Broadcast Station or
Cable SysteT has issued
REQUIRED 4EEKLY TEST
for the .=ollowing
counties/areas:
Harrisonburg VA on
SEPTEMBER 08, 1998 at
10:08 AM effective
until 10:23

SEPTEMBER 08, 1998.
Message -,ransmitted on
SEPTEMBER 08, 1998 at
09:22 PM From WMRA/Y/L.

EAS Protocol Text:
2C2C-EAS-RWT-
051660+08_5-2511403-
W1RA/Y/L-

Printed cr TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 08, 1998 at
09:22 PM.

Station Receive Log:
A Broadcast Station or
Cable System has issued
REQUIRED WEEKLY TEST
for the following
counties/areas:
Harrisonburg VA on
SEPTEMBER 07, 2000 at
10:08 All effective
until 10:;'74 AM.

SEPTEMBER 07, 2000.
Message transmitted on
SEPTEMBER 08, 2000 at
08:54 PM from WMRA/Y/L.

EAS Protccol Text:
ZCZC-1AS-FWT-
051660+0815-2511408-
WMRA/Y/L-

Printed cr MONnAv
SEPTEMBER 08, 2000 at
08:54 PM.

Figure 3. 3. The SAGE Endec also has a

problem printing rcn-leap year logs whie

in a leap ye:r. Th-t lower portion, printed

in 2100. has the etror.

Direct links to EAS equipment
vendors are available on the

BE Radio website at

www.beradio.com
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t products in the field
of audio connector technology.

ENTER

www.neutrikusa.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: The NEUTRIK USA, Inc. website
features direct links to various sites including Authorized
Distributors. Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc.
offices and our parent company's website for on-line access
to spec drawings through WHIP files. Viewing includes a
What's New section for new product introductions and a
Trade Show section so that you can come see our products
in person!
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MediaTouch Homepage

IVew Millennium, NOW!

Medial" ouch provales Radio Swum with use of du art dos] rub systems
is live asnst or ful automation et. McdtaT ouch es 'The W'orld's

www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies provides
radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for live
assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions
starting as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting
new products, and find out how our clients sound better and save
money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support.
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WWW.broadcastengineen ng.com
Broadcast Engineering: Broadcast Engineering is the only
technology -driven online magazine in the industry. Its
editorial environment delivers practical, informative articles
on digital technology, systems integration, management,
how-to installation, and systems and equipment mainte-
nance. It is a package geared toward TV stations, cable/
telcom, production, post -production, business TV, satellite
and interactive television.
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What's New lanoescie,.., sappy Division

www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: Things to find on the www.contelec.coni
Web site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory
Marketing & Sales personnel contact data; E -Slide - FREE
engineering software; Product Line Descriptions and Specifica-
tions; Links from Broadcast Supply Division to vendor Weh
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www.beradio.com
BE Radio: BE Radio gives radio station managers and engineers
the information they need to make critical equipment purchase
decisions. In this era of accelerating technology and
increased competition, radio broadcasters face a dizzying
array of decisions daily. BE Radio presents need -to -know
technical information to help readers solve the challenges of
technology and equipment problems they face.

Your
Web Site

Here

steven_bell@intertec.com
For more information on advertising in the Windows io the.
Web or on the BE Radio Web site, contact Steven Bell at
(913) 967-1848 or e-mail at the above address.
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Products
FROM

EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O.

AUDIO

DAT recorder
TASCAM
1DA-45H7R: a high -reso-
lution, 24 -bit recorder is
capable of recording true
24 -bit audio data on a stan-
dard DAT tape; the three -
RU unit ;eatures XLR bal-
anced and RCA unbal-
anced analog 1,0, AES/

word sync I/O and a parallel interlace; menu -
driven environment features an easy -to -read, comprehensive display pro-
moting intuitive operation with easy access to the unit's numerous system
parameters, including auto ID, copy ID select, reference level setting, record,
mute and repeat functions.
213-726-0303; fax 213-727-7365; fax back 800-827-2268; e-mail tascamsales@tascam.com

Circle (201) on F-ee Info Card

Windows -based air controller
Mediatouch

OpLOG-2000: enhanced
features include the Op -
BRIDGE information center,
the Pick -n -Play audio library,
Heads -n -Tails voice tracking,
a promo builder, and a local
download store for hard disk
audio cut redundancy; pack-
age is a client -server digital
storage system designed for
stations requiring single audio
networks.

MIt 1

1...1

swan

workstations or operations

800-636-0123; fax 352-629-7000 e-mail bga@mercury.ccer
Circle (202) on Fee Info Card

Watermarking system
Digigram

Electronic DNA capability: new
line of sound cards will perform all
necessary processes for watermark-
ing. a process by which content pro-
viders and producers may track its
use over airways and the Internet,
has traditionally been done on a
computer's native processor, thereby
limiting other functions: encoder will
be included on new cards and in
Digigram's developer kit at no addi-
tional cost to developers or end -
users.

703-875-9100; fax 703-875-9161;
e-mail input@digigram.com

Circle (204) on Fr Card

for wide -area

Audio analyzer
lektronix

UPL Analyzer Se-
ries: All models can now
:)lay hack arbitrary se-
quences of any length
by means of the on -
hoard generator with
limits set by the RAM of
the host computer; the
Extended Analysis Func-
tion has also been ex-
panded to include third -octave analysis, a

Tube mic
Neumann

A M147 Tube: the heart of the unit
is the K47 capsule, which exhibits an
acoustically well-balanced frequen-
cy response (20Hz to 20kHz) and
features a supercardioid polar pat-
tern with even attenuation of signals
from the rear of the mic; the unit
demonstrates low self noise for a
tube mic (13dBa) and has the ability
to handle acoustic signals up to 130dB
SPL without distortion.

860-434-5220; fax 860-434-3148;
e-mail neumlit@neumanmsa.com

Circle (203) on Free Info Card

function
acoustic measurements; analyzers are high-speed, low -distortion.
and digital -capable audio measurement tools.

300-426-2200 code 1111; fax 503-22-1542;
C-rcle (2051 on Free Info Card

For direct links to these New Product manufacturers, check outwww.baradio.com

of importance for all
analog -
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New Products
FROM AES & NAB RADIO

Mic preamp
Symetrix

302: two-elm-1nel dual mono preamp featuring 20 to 60dB of variable
gain; each channel offers a 15dB pad, allowing the 302 to handle

INNman
0111001

.111, m011,11 INIPIP. 1p.

microphone levels up to +14dBV; a polarity reversal switch on both
channels corrects the effects of improperly wired cables and mic placement
problems; phantom power of +48V
is available at both inputs; rear pan-
el connections are XLR iack.s tor inic
inputs and Euroblock terminal strips
and 'A" TRS jacks for line outputs.
The 302 (left) is pictured here with
the 304 headphone amplifier.

425-787-3222; fax 425-787-3211
Circle (06) on Free Irk Card

Studio mr c
Shure

10. KSM32: a side -
address, card ioi, I
condenser mic out-
fitted with Class A.
transformer less
preamp circuitry:
eliminates cross-
over distortion
and brings im-
proved linearity
across its entire op-
erating range; em-
bossed, high -com-
pliance, gold -lay-
ered, Mylar dia-
phragm provides ex-

/

tended low -frequency response
while improving environmental sta-
bility; the low mass of this ultra -thin
(2.5 micrometer) diaphragm enables
it to accurately reproduce the tran-
sient response of any sound source.

847-886-2200;
fax 847-866-2279;

Circle (208) or Free Info card

Fiberglass AM antenna
Valcom
 V-33070 Series: 74 -foot, coil -load-
ed. self-supporting whip antenna is
particularly well -suited for use as a
low -power or back-up transmitting
antenna for AM broadcast; average
power rating is 2KW below 1.5MHz
and .sk\V above 1.5MHz.

519-824-3220; fax 519-824-3411;
e-mail anquiries@valcom-guelph.com

Circle (207) on Free Into Card

Mrs I Braverman
on the new Millenium Console 

I TOLD MY SON DANIEL-
Don't change a good thing (everyone loves his RS -Series consoles).

But evel I have to admit -these new fancy Radio Systems Millenium models are better!

They tell me that the soft -touch keypads are rated for 1.000,000 operations, the LED's won't

burn out, and there is a microprocessor in charge of each channel for extra remote control.

And of course such perfec! sound!

What do I know-except it looks so beautiful and casts $1,000 less than the old one!

601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, yew Jersey 08014® (609) 467-8000 I fox : (609) L67-3044 I www radiosystems.corn

Circle (34) on Free Info Card
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Problem:
I have a

duopoly.
I need
back-up
transmitters
for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two transmitters -

buy ONE!

Our Legend Series, Solid State.
FM transmitters are Frequency
Agile and Broadband. Your
engineer can instantly tune one to
any frequency!

We've designed the Legend Series
to ensure long transistors life with
"wind tunnel" cooling & brute force
power supplies.

Legend Transmitters make perfect
main transmitters too!

Available from 1 KW - 11 KW

Two or more stations:
One back-up transmitter.

GREAT IDEA!

Great Products
Great Solutions!

"The Transmitter People -

Energy Onix
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO.. INC.

PO BOX 801  1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY 12184

Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476

energy-onix CC energy-onix.com

New Products
FROM AES & NAB RADIO

STL Plus enhancements
Intraplex

CSU functionality andWindows
interface: enhanced version of the

features integrated channel -ser-
vice unit (CS1.7) functionality, provid-
ing loopback testing, long-term sta-
tistics and performance -monitoring
capabilities that meet AT&T 54016/
ANSI T1.403 standards; another ben-
efit is added surge protection compliant with FCC Part 68.
Windows management interface allows the determination of status, chec

ing of alarm systems and the change of configuration settings for Intraple
systems; provides single control interface for various Intraplex systems; more
than SU STL Plus systems can he managed from a single point.

978-486-9000; fax 978-486-0660
Circle (209) on Free Info Card

Patchbays
Mean

LF Series: units feature 48 or 52
jacks and are available in four colors
to provide high aesthetics and instant
verification through color coding; jacks

are mounted in a durable insulating panel, and the
assembly is mounted in a machined -aluminum extrusion deliv-

ering complete rigidity; each unit incorporates a strain relief bar on the back
of the unit to help preserve solder points.

973-608-0063; fax 973-808-6517; e-mail reanusa@sol.com
Circle (210) on Free Info Card

codec
Audio Processing Technology
 BCF256 Broadcast Communications Frame: apt -X -based codec
designed for the ISDN, direct -dial environment and permanent links such
as Tl, El, satellite and microwave; the full -duplex unit facilitates transmis-
sion bandwidths from 56 to 256kbis with corresponding audio band-
widths from 6.8kHz mono to 15kHz stereo; inherent resistance to multiple
coding errors and the lowest possible coding delay make the unit ideal for
live transmissitm.

+44 (0) 1232 371110; fax +44 (0) 1232 371137;
e-mail salesusa.aptx.com

Circle (214) on Free Info Card

Voice tracking
RCS

No. Internet VoiceTrackinw works in con-
junction \\ i:11 Master Control NT and a
normal browser at dial -up connection speeds
and requires only a Windows -compatible
lipound card and microphone at a rena
-site; allows stations to voice track any shift
on any station from a geographic location
with reliable Internet access.

914-428-4600; fax 914-428-5922; e-mail info@rcswcrks.com
Circle (212) on Free Info Card

Meg 1121

K9987 ME=

For direct links to these New Product manufacturers, check out
www.bairak dics.a om

Circle (35) on Free Info Card
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New Products
FROM AES & NAB RADIO

ADAT media
BASF

III BASS.,

ADAT
MISTER

Ifr 14

ET111 .

 Eum,

ADAT
MASTER

Ari
tREu

AFormatted ADAT Masters: elint-
nates need to forinat ADAT masters

'iefore recording, allowing engi-
neers to go directly to tape; avail-
able in 40 and 60 -minute lengths,
and compatible with all ADAT Type 1,
16 -bit recorders; a 20 -bit Master will
be available in the first quarter of
1999.

888-295-5551;
fax 8)5-295-5554;

STL solution
Harris
 Aurora 2400: integrates with the
Intraplex STL Plus to provide an unli-
censed alternative to congested ana-
log STL frequencies, conventional an-
alog leased lines, or public Ti circuits;
allows spread -spectrum radios to be
installed quickly without time-con-
suming and expensive frequency co-
ordination, while providing a full Tl
digital signal meeting all standards; by
using special coding techniques and 4

spreading the transmission signal to
minimize any possible interference,
the unit is able to provide reliable
links in the 2.4GHz band without
requiring a dedicated frequency.

800.622-0022;
fax 765-966-0623;

e-mail broadcast@harris.com
Circle (220) on Free Info Card

e-mail infc@emtec-usa.com
Circle (213) on Free Info Card 

liF

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging from
educational series to multi -station
antenna arrays, are highly customized
to meet broadcasters' needs.

Options
 Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization

 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns

Our Priority is
Your Satisfaction

Antenn.s end TransIntssforr Ltne System:.

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P 0 B, 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
E-mail sinmnthord-wave.corn
Annasi swr-rf .com

The FM10 Series

C rcle (36) on Free Info Card

OUR MAST GETS IT UP FAST
HILOMAST Telescopic Pneumatic Masts

FEATURES:
Full length keyways
AlLminum collars with low
friction slide rings
Locking collars with thumb
screws
Mast sections heat -treated
aluminum alloy
Alloy pistons with low friction
slice rings
Neoprene seals
Air inlet valve
Air release valve

COMPETITIVE PRICING
For further information contact

Jim Osborne
ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.

755 Lakefield Rd., Bldg. J
Westlake Village, CA 91361

Tel: (805)495-8420 FAX (805) 373-6067

www.aoa-gps.com
aoa@aoa-gps.com

Circle (37) on Free Info Card
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Wonder
The miraculous DPA 4060 Miniature Microphone tops

the bill in wireless systems for theatre and television.

Not only does the 4060 offer outstanding audio

performance under difficult conditions, it is also

extremely robust in operation. Unique connection

adapters ensure compatibility with a wide variety of

VHF and UHF systems. A range of sensitivities

encompass the vast majority of applications where

high quality audio, near invisibility and lightness is

required. Developed from many years of professional

audio experience, the 4060 is just one of the high

quality products from the renowned 4000 series

available now from DPA Microphones.

Series 4000
Microphones from DPA

Hejrevang 11. 3450 Allerod, Denmark
T: +45 48142828 F: +45 48142700

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS:

TGI North America Inc. 300 Gage Ave.
Unit I Kitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8, Canada

T: 519 745 1158 F: 519 745 2364

www.dpamicrophones.com

MICROPHONES

New Products
FROM AES & NAB RADIO

DAW
'tudio Audio & Video Ltd.

11 SADIE 24-96: capable of
192kHz editing and mixing,
full -surround sound panning,
and can be configured to pro-
vide up to 32 I/Os; each 24-96
card is equipped with eight
inputs and eight outputs. and
can relay 24 tracks of edited 16 -bit audio; 20 -bit analog conversion is built into
the system and external converters are provided for by AES/EBU digital 1'0
on every channel; up to four cards can be linked together to provide a total
of 32 I/Os; the eight I/O configuration may be purchased as cards, software
only, or as a fully configured, rack -mountable, turnkey system.

615-327-1140; fax 615-327-1699; e-mail infoOsadieus.com
Circle (215) on Free Info Card

benefits
to eight

Digital multitrack recorder
Yamaha

D24: based on 3.5" magneto -opti-
cal disks, the 24 -bit, 96kHz unit offers
16, 20, and 24 -bit, eight -track simulta-
neous record and play capability at
44.1 and 48kHz sampling rates, and
four -track record/play at 961thz; addi-
tionally, the unit offers modularity, the

of nonlinear editing, and the convenience of removeable media; up
units can be combined for

714-522-9011
Circle (216) on Free Info Card

Internet audio service
I )(.; Systems
 iAudlo: transmits broadcast -quality radio spots via the Internet to more than
6000 destinations in as little as one hour; gives large station groups the
capability to leverage creative, production, and voice talent, even if individual
stations currently have incompatible systems: provides seamless integration
into existing equipment and environment.

415-276-6600; fax 415-276-6601
Circle (217) on Free Info Card

Digital console
Klotz Digital

11 Spherion: available in
two sizes, a 12 -fader ver-
sion with 24 input sources
and a 20 -fader console
with .40 input sources,
the unit has stereo program outputs in digital and analog. stereo audition
outputs in digital and analog, a stereo analog record bus, and two analog mix -
minus outputs; monitoring outputs include cue, two studios, control room
and headphone, each with its own source select; sources include micro-
phone, stereo analog line, and various formats of digital line inputs; sources
connected to the console can appear on any fader.

770-7294811; fax 770-449-9236; e-mail klotz digital_salesOcompuserve.com
Circle (218) on Free Info Card

For direct links to these New Product manufacturers, check out
www.braclics.ccorri

Circle (38) on Free Info Card
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New Products
FROM AES & NAB RADIO

Audio transmission system
MUSICAM Ul A
 'I AM: Universal audio transmission
system for T1 and El leased lines;
modular constmction and support of
linear and multiple audio coding stan-
dards make it ideal for STL use and
future multiple audio transmission re-
quirements; unit offers up to 12 mono
or six stereo programs over one Ti or El
line. linear, uncompressed, low -delay
audio for an STL, and multiple coding
standards for uni- and bidirectional trans-
mission, including: MPEG Layer 11 and
layer III, J4.1 (384kb/s mono), G.722
(basic voice conununications), j5.7 lin-
ear audio with no compression, and
MI `SICAM encoding for enhanced com-
patible MPEG layer II.

732-739-5600: fax 732-739-1818;
fax -on -demand 732-935-2777;

e-mail roadrunner@musicamusa.com
Circle (219 on Free is Card

Audio generator
Neutrik

A Minfrator MR1: handheld unit
produces a low -distortion sine wave
(20Hz to 20kHz); offers balanced
XLR and unbalanced RCA floating
outputs at 200(1, sinusoidal, square,
white and pink noise, and polarity
test waveforms, and selectable read-
outs n dBu, dBV and V: is capable of
more than 10 hours of continuous
operation, but will auto power off
after a user -selected 10, 30. or 60
minutes.

732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608;
e-mail East: rhanco@aol.com,

West: nautrikusaaaol.com
Circle 211) . :.arc

For direct links to these New
Product manufacturers, check out
www.beradio.com

Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE
Inovonics. PBX is a cost -saving alter-
native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share a single central -office
line, for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:
 Bioadcast Transmitters/Translators
 Cellular/2-Way Radio Fzcilities
 M crowave Relays
 Geophysical MCnitors
 Pumping Stations
 Security Systems

PBX
$420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com

Circle (39) on Free In`o Card

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP

Statement of Ownership, Management and
Circulation (Act of Aug. 12, 1970; Section 3685,

Title 39, United States Code).
1. Publication title: BE Radio.
2. Publicatior number: 1081-3357.
3. Filing date 9/18/98.
4. Issue frequency: Monthly except bimonthly in
May/June and Nov/Dec.
5. Number of issues published annually: 10.
6. Annual subscription price: Free to qualified.
7. Mailing address of office of publication (street,
city, county, state, zip code): PRIMEDIA Intertec
Corporation, 9800 Metcalf , Johnson County, Over-
land Park, KS, 66212-2215.
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Corporation, 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66215-
2215.
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10. Owner (If owned by a corporation, the name
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holders owning or holding 1% or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the
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given. If owned by a partnership or other unincor-
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publication is published by a non-profit organiza-
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of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other
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and/or civil sanctions (including multiple
damages and civil penalties.).

Dennis Triola,
Publisher
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Currents
News
Novell wins terminology case

The Appellate Court of Illinois affirmed an earlier ruling
by the Circuit Court of Cook County that Novell's use of
the term "engineer" in its certification titles does not
violate Illinois professional engineering laws. In July
1997, the circuit court reversed a cease -and -desist order
issued by the Illinois Department of Professional Regula-
tion that prohibited any use of "Certified Netware (or
Novell) Engineer (CNE)" in the state. The Department
claimed that the public was confusing the CNE title with
the title of "Professional Engineer."

Lacking any evidence or particular instance of confu-
sion, the Department agreed on appeal that the state's
Professional Engineering Act prohibits all uses of the term
engineer by anyone not licensed by the state to practice
professional engineering, regardless of whether the use
is misleading. The Appellate Court disagreed, concluding
that such an interpretation of the Act would lead to
"unjust and absurd" results such as prosecuting a locomo-
tive engineer for using engineer in a resume. Instead, the
court held that the Act must be construed as banning only
those uses of the title that imply licensure by the State as
a professional engineer and that Novell's titles do not
imply such licensure.

The Department of Professional Regulation did not
respond to requests for comment on plans for appeal or
further regulatory efforts.

NAB Radio Show wraps up

A busy time at NAB Radio.

The NAB concluded its 1998 Radio
Show on October 17th, and pinned the
number of exhibitors at 181, down from
the 1997 total of 205, a 12 percent drop.
Show organizer's pointed toward space
constraints at the Seattle convention
center where the show was held as the
major reason behind the lower num-
bers, even citing the existence of a
waiting list of potential exhibitors as

evidence that interest in the show is definitely not waning.
The NAB counted approximately 7000 attendees to this
year's show, a number that is consistent with past years.

Next year's Radio Show will be held September 1-4 in
Orlando. FL.

FCC, NAB draw fire from pirates during
demonstration and forum

.\ small g kali) of microbroadk. asters met recently for a
protest march on the FCC and NAB in Washington, DC.
About 60 individuals from all walks of microbroadcasting
life came together October 5 to take their concerns
directly to the medium's regulatory body.

The demonstration, intended to protest the recent
shutdown of more than 300 microbroadcasters by the
FCC, then made its way to the headquarters of the NAB.
Shortly after the procession arrived, participants brought
down the NAB flag and raised the Jolly Roger, the
traditional pirate flag. Police intervened soon thereafter.
Two members of the delegation were detained, but no
arrests were made as the Association refused to pursue
charges.

Members of the group provided coverage of the entire
march to local listeners via 97.5MHz on the FM band by
means of a portable transmitter assembled at the march's
point of origin. The frequency was unlicensed for use in
such a manner, but though they were broadcasting from
in front other FCC's headquarters, no equipment was
confiscated and no citations were issued.

A forum entitled "Broadcast outlaws: The high -voltage
debate ove: low -watt radio," presented by the Freedom
Forum, preceded the demonstration. The program fea-
tured panelists representing the various perspectives
involved in the debate - government, licensed broadcast-

ers, microbroadcasters, and the
public.

Featured speakers included:
David Leder, KIND Radio, San
Marcus, TX (currently the target
of an FCC inquiry); Diane Flem-
ing, Radio Mutiny, Philadelphia
(shut down by the FCC last sum-
mer); Jerry Svoko, Grid Radio,
Cleveland; Jesse Walker, associ-
ate editor of Reason magazine
and an organizer of the demon-
stration; Wayne Coy, communi-
cation and broadcast lawyer; and
Harry Jessell, editor of Broadcast-
ing and Cable magazine.
The FCC and NAB, who were

both invited to the forum, de-
clined participation.
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Online Survey

Computer -based audio systems
By Chriss Scherer, editor

There are obviously many computers used in radio
today. Our survey this month asks not how many
are used, but looks into the history at a facility.

Computer -based editors and on -air playback/automation
systems have grown up on separate paths. They have
both firmly established themselves today.

DAWs and editors seem to have entered all markets at
about the same time. The data we collected did not reflect

that they were accepted in any market range faster than
another. However, the story for on -air playback is differ-
ent. For the most part, smaller markets made the switch
before the larger markets. The reasons for this are many.
Some respondents mention that smaller markets tend to
push equipment life to its limit because budgets are
smaller. When 25 year -old cart machines quit, move to the
next step: computer -based automation.

Survey question
How long has your facility had some form of
computer -based audio delivery (automation)
system?

The switch to a digital delivery system has taken
place in waves, with an opening splash that peaked
about three years ago before settling down for a

year, and then a resurgence last year.
The first digital editors were not very efficient at what

they were designed for, often being much slower and
costlier than their analog predecessors. This changed in
time as faster processors and operating systems were
integrated.

While DOS and Windows platforms have dominated the
automation systems, DAWs have been built around
Macintosh and Windows.

Installation was fairly flat until three years ago. This can
probably be tied to the introduction of Windows95 and
Macintosh system 7. Hardware cost was beginning to
drop as well.

Survey question V
How long has your facility had some form of com-
puter -based production (editor, DAW) system?

Digital Audio Workstation/Editor In Use?

Four years
8% One year

16%

Five years or +
12%

Three years
32%,

Not using
16".

Two years
16°/

January's Survey:
The Digital Transition
Participate now: www.beradio.com
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Broadcasters around -the -world arE discovering our
easy -to -use WaveStation automaton. Install our
software on your PC and yot have a powerful, versatile
music -on -hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automatiot, voice track or live assis*. Win 3.1 or 95.

888 -BS IUSA1

Try Before You Buy

kmtaa the Actual Soititare!

www.bsiusa.com

24 HOUR

FREE
TECIISUPPOR1

'i999
BSI

Broadcast Software k,terilahonal

Circle (40) on Free Info Card
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

Circle (41) on Free Info Card

Generate new income
with sponsored
information lines!

Audio OnLine- is ideal for...
Concert info... Weather/ski/surf reports...
School closings... Traffic updates...
Voting lines... Contest rules... Sports scores...

 Multiple messages
 Multiple sponsors
 Multiple phone

lines
 Multiple call -counts
 ONE easy system

FAX -on -Demand Doc #124 (626) 355-4210
Internet: http://www.henryeng.com

FC HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive

,err,1 Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 355-3656
FAX (626) 355-0077

Business
Leitch, Chesapeake, VA, announced a reorganization

to combine operations for its Leitch, ASC and Tekniche
divisions worldwide. The brands have previously been
sold and distributed through different channels, but
the company believes that a consolidated effort will
allow it to further focus on growth and dedicate itself
to the global market.

360 Systems,
Westlake Village,
CA, announced the
sale of eight Instant
Replay 2.0 record-
ers and 19 Short/cut
editors to Emmis
Communications for
use in its new Indi-
anapolis facility (See Facility Showcase, September 1998,
p. 52). WIBC, WENS, WNAP, WTLC-AM, WTLC-FM,
Network Indiana and the Agri -America Network will
employ the units for content production.

USA Digital Radio, Columbia, MD, and Shively labs,
Bridgton, ME, signed a cooperative agreement to devel-
op a low -loss combiner that works with the USA Digital
Radio IBOC system.

Digital Generation Systems, San Francisco, CA,
announced the acquisition of Digital Courier Interna-
tional, Vancouver. The acquisition gives DG Systems
approximately 40% of the spot -delivery business in
the US and Canada.

American Mobile Radio Corporation, Washington, DC,
announced that it has changed its name to XM Satellite
Radio Inc. The company also announced programming
agreements with USA Today, Bloomberg News Radio,
Heftel Broadcasting Corporation, Salem Communications
Corporation, AsiaOne and C -SPAN Radio to provide
audio channels for the XM service.

Harris Corporation, Richmond, IN, signed a master
purchase agreement with Chancellor Media Corporation,
under which Harris will supply radio broadcast equip-
ment and related services to all Chancellor -owned radio
stations on a non-exclusive basis.

Orban, San Leandro, CA, and Prophet Systems,
Ogallala, NE, have joined forces to develop new software
intended to allow finished productions to go directly
from workstations to on -air delivery systems. Develop-
ment teams report significant progress and expect to
begin beta testing as early as this month, with shipping
to begin by the first quarter of 1999.

Circle (42) on Free Info Card
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Business/ People

Dalet, New York, announced the sale and installation
of a networked Dalet digital audio system to CNNRadio.
The system includes Dalet's Autorec, and Surfer series
multitrack editors.

Klotz Digital announced the opening of an American
office that will head up operations for the company in
North, Central and South America. The new address is
6525 The Corners Parkway, Suite 400, Atlanta, GA 30092.
Klotz America can be reached at 770-729-6811, or faxed
at 770-449-9236.

Leitch announced the relocation of its Northeast sales
office to 111 Galway Place, le Floor, Teaneck, NJ 07666.
The office can be reached at 201-833-8083 or toll -free at
888-835-6424; fax 201-833-8089.

MacDonald

PEOPLE
Dan Moliterno has been

hired as vice president, op-
erations, for Pacific Research
& Engineering, San Diego,
CA.

A Michael MacDonald has been
promoted to president of JBL Pro-
fessional, Northridge, CA. Mark
Terry will remain chief executive
officer for JBL, while assuming
the presidency of Harman Pro
Group, America.

Killianey

A Patrick Killianey has been
appointed to product specialist
for TASCAM, Montebello, CA.

Ken Davies has been ap-
pointed vice president of
engineering for Leitch Tech-
nology Corporation.

 Jesse J. Piatte, Jr. has
been named vice president
of sales, US markets, for
TFT Inc., Santa Clara, CA.

Nevin

Platte

John J. "Jack" Nevin,
president and CEO of
Broadcast Electronics,
Quincy, IL, announced his
retirement. Douglas Davis
will replace him until an
executive search for a new
company president can be
completed.

PHASETEK INC.
 CUSTOM AM/MW PHASING SYSTEMS  AM/MW ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
 DIPLEXERS AND MULTIPLEXERS DETUNING UNITS/UNIPOLE KITS

COMPLETE LINE OF RF COMPONENTS

PHASETEK INC.
550 CALIFORNIA ROAD

UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA :8951

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, CONTACT:
hotam@phasetek.com

Circle (48) on Free Info Card

The PF People

Silicon Valley Call 800-986-9700

PO W E R Fax 408-986-1438
AMPLIFIERS

B-2000
2 KW FM POWER AMPLIFIER

up to 2.4 KW for 10 W drive.
FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 2.4K\A', MODULES FROM 10W

Circle (49) on Free Info Card
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Feedback

Did you hear that?

I found John Battison's AF/RF article (RF Engineering,
September 1998, AF or RF?) very interesting, given that I
spent 14 years dealing with AF as a submarine sonar
technician. I thought I'd share an interesting occurrence.

One of our hydrophone arrays was mounted on the top
of the "sail" structure. This array was high and dry
whenever we were operating on the surface.

One day, while testing the equipment in port in Pearl
Harbor, I discovered a signal around 13kHz. I turned up
the volume and one of our radiomen came by to fmd out
how I was receiving the VLF submarine broadcast. When
I put it on a high-speed spectrum analyzer, sure enough,
the marks and spaces of the teletype could be plainly
seen.
The hydrophone was so sensitive that it could pick-up

such a weak EM signal and amplify it, noise -free, so that
I could have piped it to the radio room to be used as a
backup receiver.

By the way, we referred to that frequency as HF(A).

Tim Mauch
Chief Engineer
Mauch 5 Communications, KNTB-AM, Lakewood, WA
KBRO-AM, Bremerton, WA

Without a net

I was shown the cover of the October 1998 BE Radio by
a co-worker. We found it very interesting that the worker
was at such a height without any apparent safety equip-
ment to protect himself from falling. Additionally, he
must be receiving much more RF radiation that would
normally be allowed by ANSI standards - haven't you all
ever heard of OSHA or ANSI? You couldn't have been
more effective at advertising unsafe work habits practiced
by this person, unless you'd placed a call directly to the
Secretary of Labor.

Carol Devine
Safety Engineer
Colorado Springs, CO

I have just returned from the Central Canada Broadcast
Engineers convention where one of the workshops was
on fall arrest and tower safety. I have to wonder when I
see a picture of someone hanging off an antenna with no

ADER
ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905

visible fall arrest gear just what message that sends to
management. "Have the junior guy relamp the tower,
Chief? What do you need fall arrest for?"

In an age when every employer is demanding that we
do more for less and with less, I think that picture sends
the wrong message very loudly.

On the positive side, your magazine is full of great
articles and I enjoy it every month. Keep up the good
work, but look carefully at the pictures.

Harrie Jones
Director of Engineering
CFRA/CKKL-FM

That's a great photo on the October cover. I'm one of
Tom's biggest fans so I sure hope OSHA or his insurer
doesn't come across that shot with no safety belt showing.
We'd hate to lose him.

Clyde Miller
KERA/KDTN
Dallas, TX

Tom Silliman, president of ERI-Electronics Research,
who is pictured on the October cover, replies:

I would like to thank everyone for their concern for my
safety. However, the picture exaggerates my risk. There
was no RF exposure from the antenna as the power was
off during the inspection. All applicable safety precau-
tions were observed as prescribed by OSHA, ANSI, and
the building authority for a brief antenna inspection by
a certified limber, which I am.

Tom Silliman
President, ERI-Electronics Research, Inc.
Chandler, IN

We received several letters concerning that cover photo.
No one at BE Radio condones unsafe work practices. We
strongly recommendfollowing all safety procedures wheth-
er you're in the air or on the ground. The photo was not
meant to thumb our nose at ANSI or OSHA. You must
admit however, it is a spectacular photo captured by the
photographer, Lou Bopp.

Also, just to clarify an issue of geography, the other tall
building you see directly behind Tom is the Chrysler
building.

Chriss Scherer, editor
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Coming in the January issue of
B

Cover Story: Engineering Consolidation
Combining staffs and facilities takes solid planning and attention to detail.

Feature Story: Digital Consoles
On -air consoles are getting a make -over. The heart of the control room has been a holdover to

analog until now. We also look at the products that are out there.

ALSO:
Part 1 of the antenna series  Remotes
Disaster preparedness  DAB update

New Products and Currents including the online survey results.

GALLERY

Designed for "Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have oeen meeting incustry needs for
more than 25 years. Whether using CPS, WWV, Modem, internal crys-al or line frequency

accuracy, all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as
well as interface with video or computer based systems.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA  310-322-2136  FAX 210-322-8127
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teareountry
'.". BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/steve7117

or call and we will fax it to you. All equipment sold with a
15 day return guarantee certificate.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Phone/Fax: 410-335-3136
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: info@baycountry.com

Circle (55) on Free Info Card

put the Advertising
puzzle

together for you!

NEW! Qbox' AUDIO LINE TESTER
I lie new Qbox is a battery powered audio line tet-ting system
t hat includes a built-in mic, reference tone generator, speaker,
and headphone amp. It also has voltage presence LEDs to
detect phantom or intercom power. You can send tones, talk
hack up the line, monitor mic, line, or intercom signals - even

use two Qboxes as a basic intercom.

Call for the name of a Qbox
dealer, and reduce installation
and setup time anywhere

audio XLR cables are used.

Pa
99 LING ROAD

ROCHESTER, NY 146 I 2
http://www.whirlwindusa.com
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2X1

Passive switching/routing for 2 stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice -versa with full remote
control/status. Screw terminal connections.

6X1G
Passive switching/routing for 6 stereo inputs and
one stereo output. or vice -versa. Programmable
power -up selection. safety lock out. output mut-
ing remote control. status. RS -232 serial port and
pluggable screw terminals.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher for 8 stereo inputs. 2
stereo and 2 mono outputs. 3 switching modes.
10 trimmers. internal silence monitor with SPDT

relay. remote control/status. multi -drop RS -232
serial port. pluggable screw terminals and input
expansion port.

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality. removable 1.0 connections. contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 3.1

Passive switching routing for 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa with re-
mote control. multi -drop RS -485 serial port and
screw terminals. May also be configured as a
2x1 switcher.

10X1

Passive switching/routing for 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa. Program-
mable power -up selection. safety lock out. oLt-
put muting remote control status and RS -232
serial port.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching with 12 stereo in-

puts and 4 stereo outputs. rotary encoder knob
with LCD display for user descriptions. three
switching modes. I/O trimmers. multi -drop RS-
232 and RS -485 ports, optional full -function re-
mote control.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher for 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs. input expansion port. dual
switching modes. remote control..status, RS -232

serial port and pluggable screw terminals.

SS 8.2
Crosspoint switching/routing for 8 stereo inputs.
2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs. 3 switching
modes. I/O trimmers, internal silence sensor,
selectable headphone and powered speaker
level controls and outputs. LED meter, 16 input
digital port. 8 relays and 8 open collector out-
puts. Multi -drop RS -232 and RS -485 serial ports.

internal clockcalender. pluggable screw termi-
nals and input expansion port.

Internet: www.broadcastlools.com E-mail: bli@broadcasttools.com
Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099

Fax: 360. 428 . 6719

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

BROADCASTtools
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We're thinking
With all the "out -of -the -box"
thinking going on these
days, we thought it was time
someone put some thought
in the box.

That's what we've been doing
at Crown. The result? An
improved FM exciter. An
exciter that delivers the
clean, accurate audio quality
that you expect from Crown.

Performance

You've got to see our
latest specifcations.
You'll find wide stereo
separation, a low
signal-to-noise ratio,
and a host of other
specs we've not previ-
ously published.

"in the box."

Quality FM Exciters

New, impressive specs!
Call for all the details.

Power Levels

Crown exciters are available in 30-watt,
100-watt, 250-watt, and 500-watt ver-
sions-each in an attractive, compact, and
rugged chassis.

tCustomer Corner

"Everytime I open up a Crown box, I am
amazed at the reliable and elegant design.
P.S. The new exciter board looks great!"
-Glenn Finney, Chief Engineer, Macon, Georgia

Applications
A Crown exciter makes an ideal link in
your broadcast chain. Whether your
installing a new system or replacing the
driver stage of your tube transmitter,
these boxes can do it all.

5ervicel5upport
We put more in our boxes than a quality
product. Each one comes with a 3-year
warranty and fast, friendly technical sup-
port (24 hours a day).

In -the -box Innovations.
Out -of -the -box Solutions.

crown
i3 roacicast

800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050

Fax: 219-294-8222;
Email: broadcast©crownintl.com;

Web: www.crownbroadcast.com
Circle (58) on Free Info Card
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

77777777777-

Getup to 12 couplers in a neat, compact coasts
Auto answer & disconnect.
2 audio busses for mass feeds.

. Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
The aux. audio jack is ideal for
multiple IFB feeds, etc.

 Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.

 Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.

 Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.

. LED indicators for ring.
clipping, power & online.
Check out our www site for
more info and tech manuals.

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet full of
yesterday's couplers. Our
unique dual audio busses
eliminate the tedious and messy
wiring associated with mass
feeds. Each card can also
individually either send or recieve
telco audio, making it perfect for
IFBs. etc. Best of all, a fully
loaded AC -12 lists for under $175
per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3'' Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-023
http://www.circuitwerkes.com
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FOR THAT SLEEK LOOK!

Submount Your Pacemaker Series

Audio Console

AUTOGRAM CORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue Plano, TX 75074

(800) 327-6901  Fax: (972) 423-6334

Shively Labs
Signal and Coverage

Are What It's All About.
Be Sure With Shively!

 Superior Engineering
 Multi -Station Solutions

 Filters & Combiner,
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studii
 B -LINE Coax

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ...

it pays to be heard!
P.0.13ox 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (61) on Free Info Card

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment.
For the best deals on Celwave products,

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM WOK
6 KW FM 1994 Henry 6000D
20 KW FM 1976 Collins 83IG
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1984 Harris FM 25K

I KW AM 1979 Harris MW I A
I KW AM 1978 Collins 820D1
5 KW AM 1980 CSI T -5-A
5 KW A M 1978 Collins 828E1
50 KW A M 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW A M 1982 Harris MW -50B
50 KW A M 1981 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE-WWW.TRCORP.COM

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:
TRANSCOM TRCORP.COM

74 BE Radio
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SHPX series FM Antenna
and X Mounting System

Circle (65) on Free Info Card

ar-gy
Ciro your single source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price

UN1 ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000

Uti)
Zz
OWcez
1-0
uo-
L.LJJO
WV

MOUSERELECTRONICS
ELNA

iF
omiifte 1111 emodbe.an rumen

*,,,cd ININXI  Nik WON -
AlCf31. =CV: ... . .

ac,zerf:-- OKI= caproom W
 1.4 111.11,11. ^ 1/07

17.o.mossasfest

arig3

same &w ow CCM
I= PIM, " ..
0.1`7'!x!

NEC

PZX CanM
4.00.0.0

Visit our web site!
www.mouser.com
Subscribe, download, or

view catalog online!

MOUSERELECTRONICS
958 North Main Street Mansfield TX 76063

 78,000+ Products
 145 Suppliers
 Same Day Shipping
 34 Years in Business

8C0-992-9943
817-483-6828
Fax: 817-483-6899

calalogamousetcorn
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Central To All Your
Broadcast Tower Needs

durability,
liability and

superior service.

=5-'
111111

cc -

1

Central Tower
provides one
stop shopping
fox all your
tower needs.
From our
versatile
product line
to full
installation
services - we
provide what

years o
to the Broadc
industry, Central
Tower has
conscientiously
lead the way in
providing the
most reliable
products and
service available.
How may we
serve you?

ENTRAL TOWER, INC.
1-800-664-8222
www.centraltoweLcom
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Totally New! Tke Best just got Setter!
"True Triple Overlap Crosstalk, and Voice Track"

"AutoMax 3000 VT"

Introductory
Price:

$995

Complete Walk -Away Automation for your station
at affordable prices. The "Ultimate" Music On
Hard Dnve Automation on your Windows 95/98

Computer. Does True Triple Overlap, Crossfade,
& Voice Track. HotKeys, Auto & Live Assist

Modes, much more. Recorder, Editor, & Log Utility
included at no additional charge.

Broadcast Teckaical Services Group

WebSite: www.btsg.coni
Pk:572-572-8853

Circle (66) on Free Info Card

BROADBAND FM
RF AMPLIFIERS

Three power levels to meet your needs:
300 Watts  600 Watts  1.2 Kilo -watts

8 -300

Features:
 100% solid state
 No tuning required
 Rugged power supply
 VSWR, current & temperature foldback
 Power trim standard
 Full remote control capability, with

outputs for all main parameters
 Compact 19" rack mount design

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751, Lamar, Colorado 81052

Phone: 719-336-3902

N'ffRoscom.
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

For All Your
RF And

Audio Needs

Serving Broadcast Engineers
for 22 Years

Feeling upset because of your
last phone call with your
equipment dealer????

Order from ROSCOM
and put a smile on your face!!!!

 Excellent Service
 RF knowledge & experience

 Great PriceS & complete studios
 Call your local rep TODAY!

When You Want
V/SA More Than An

Equipment Dealer

Bob Stewart 770-992-2230
Rick Johnson 804-974-6635

Fax: 770-992-6538

Fax: 804-974-9942

Circle (67) on Free Info Card

UNIVERSAL XE-1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

AN AFFORDABLE QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER

New, affordable, frequency -agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wideinanow
bandwidth, de -emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50 -channel memory, full baseband output, high -quality audio.
Every needed feature at a sensible price (lowest in the industry).

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING
AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
Communications Specialists

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135

Circle (68) on Free Info Card
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Place your business on
top of the world!

Advertise in BE Radio's
"The Gallery" section!

The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

i'mgamanaisw

The AFS and New AFS-E Series
starting at.. S998!

Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave. Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: atsAmail.omn.com Website: www.omn.com/afs

TOWER
 Fabrication

 Design

'1'  Engineering

 Installation

 Service

 Maintenance
Swager is your

worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax
1-800-882-3414

eAr.1157

SWAG E R
Communications, Inc.

P.O. Box 656
3560 East Swager Drive

Fremont. IN 46737 USA
Phone 1-800-968-5601  219-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E-mail : salesPswagercorn
Internet: www.swager.com

Co,n
Solution...

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.

as many as 8 transmi'ter sites
car be controlled in eal-Tirie

N TA LI N
with mod ?m and voice supper'

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: NWW.eleca3SOC.corn

C rcle (52) on Free I ifo Card

THE ANTENNA IS DH:
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!`"'
WHAT MORE COULD r\rl.

YOU ASK FOR?

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered Right To The Job Site!
Call Now!
Satellite;

600 North Marquette Rd
Praine du Chan, W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Intenet des4gnhomes com/dhsat html corn
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

JOHN H. BATHSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
8 Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peorta,Illinois61604

(309)673-7511
FAX

Member AFCCE

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Rules
covered:

1,11,
Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25,
Available in loose-leaf print, 26, 27,

disk, and CD-ROM. 73,74,
Call 800-255-8131. 79, 101

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING 8 BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE 8 VIBRATION CONTROL.

di TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

ax6

BEAM

SUITE 160

MIAS

TDAS

1124,1

912 961SW

IA,

911163431.5

EXEgesis Technologies
Total Technology Management
IN.1,1, coo eflecto.r .olu.nt ,our Dula, or

Rada  1,  HDTV  Ihrlal SaNlbee
LAN WAN  ISDN Frsese Rela,TI.T.IMicremsse

Kevin McNamara
Praldent

Igloo< 101 SO5 1011

loll Inv SIM 393 41,
Fora 101,65 4422
I mall ccresi,dum.t.,

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
1-800-896-9939

P WANTED

%Meth'
good fo
your
career.

Prophet Systems, the leader in digital audio
broadcast systems. might be the place for you.
We have opportunities for tech support.
programmers. engineers and sales. Great salary

k and benefits.

Listings are on our web
site: www.prophetsys.com

or call us at (308)284-3007.

COMPLETE FACILITIES

LOOK
Here for Personal Service
New Builds & RF Packages

*FREE*
call: US 888-744-6635

I'm' information & Web Site

Atlantic
Media Broadcast

RADIO CHIEF ENGINEER
CITADEL COMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATION
MOMSTO, CALIFORNIA

Responsible for technical operations, repair
and maintenance of three FM and one AM
radio stations. Nice spot, great facility! Look-
ing for hands-on type of individual who is
highly motivated to get the job done right.
Candidates must have at least five years re-
sponsible experience maintaining broadcast
equipment, preferably as a Chief. Deadline
Open. Salary: Commensurate with experience.

Application: Cover letter, resume and
references to: Ken Broeffle, Citadel Com-
munications Corporation, 4222 Commerce
Street, Eugene, OR 97402 FAX: (541) 485-
0969; E -Mail: kenbroeffle@efortress.com

Citadel Communications Corporation is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

STARadio Corporation of Great Falls Mon-
tana has an immediate opening for a Chief
Engineer to oversee a three radio station
operation. The position demands an ex-
tensive background in radio broadcast
equipment maintenance, digital audio, and
knowledge of computer systems. AM
directional antenna experience preferred.
Salary DOQ. Please fax or mail
resume and cover letter to:

lim Senst, General Manager
P.O. Box 3309

Great Falls, Montana 59403
Fax: (406) 761-5511

STARadio is an equal opportunity emploN of

your

Post a job opening and promote
your company! Advertise in the

Help Wanted Section of BE Radio.
Call Brian Huber at 1-800-896-9939

to reserve your advertising
space today!

liccd

HIGHER COMMISSIONS?
how about.. .

 Hot Product
 Enthusiastic Customers
 El uge Territories
-Can-Do" Tech Team
Dedicated Sales Support
Positive Work Environment
Rapid Growth
Broadcast Electronics, the industry
leader in Digital Audio, seeks top sales
talent for exceptional opportunities.
Fax Res & Cover to VPSM @ 217-2245629

A CHRISTMAS WEEK REMOTE
FROM LONDON OR HOW ABOUT

A SCOTTISH CASTLE?

Broaden your horizons! Cross the Atlantic
and give your listeners something extra.
Let us arrange everything technical for you.
Full remote facilities and advice on suit-
able venues, UK based sponsors etc.

We also provide a full engineenng consuttancy service for
UK and European acoursthons and ISDN studios for newstalk
feeds to the USA.

Tel: +44 1797 2254003dB Ltd Fax: +44 1797 225353
RYE. TN31 7EL UK email: 3db@broadcast.net

I WILL TRADE YOU NEW COMPELLORS
(and used models) FOR YOUR OLD ANA-
LOGUE LIMITERS AND COMPRESsr )t,,,
\8c arc looking loll ariouN models of older
analogue compressor/limiters, and in some
cases will trade you channel for channel. If
cash is preferred that is also a possibility. If
you have any of these older types or other
interesting pieces, give us a call. We are also
trading new DAT machines for certain model
2 -track reel to reel decks. Perhaps your sta-
tion needs to upgrade and is lacking in bud-
get: trading could be an option for you.

For more information, contact:
Tyler: 216-921-8820
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Advanced Furniture Systems . SO 9-o-063-4123

AKG Acoustics Inc. 47 33 615-399-2199

Antes Electronics 45 31 310-532-3092

Auditronics, Inc. 2 1 901-362-1350

Autogram Cotµnation 74 59 800-327-6901

Bay Country Broadcast 72 55 410-335-3136

Broadcast Software Intl 67 40 888-BSI-USAI

Broadcast Supply Worldwide 21 26 800-426-8434

Broadcast Technical Serv. 76 66 512-572-8853

Broadcast Technology 76 68 719-336-3902

Bnudcast Tools 72 57 360-428-6099

Central Tower Inc 75 64 812-853-0595

Circuitwerkes 74 60 352-335-6555

Coaxial Dynamics Inc 68 41 800 -COAXIAL

Comrex Corp. 7 6 800-237-1776

Comrex Corp. 39 30 800-237-1776

Continental Electronics 41 16 800-733-5011

Crown Broadcast 73 58 800-294-8050

Custom Business Sys. Inc. 81 2 800-547-3930

Cutting Edge 5 5 216-241-7225

I) H Satellite 77 53 608-326-8406

Digigram 42 17 703-875-9100

DPA Mics/TGI N.A.60 38 519-745-1158

Electronic Associates 77 52 915-595-3103

Enco Systems Inc. 3 4 800-362-6797

Energy-Onix 58 35 518-758-1690

ERI-Electronics Research Inc 75 65 812-925-6000

ESE 71 54 310-322-2136

Harris Corp. 9 7 800-622-0022

Harris Corp. 26-29 14 800-622-0022

Harris Corp. 43 19 800-622-0022

Henry Engineering 68 42 626-355-3656

Inovonics 65 39 800-733-0552

Intraplex. Inc. 12 9 978-692-9000

Itelto 19 24 303-464-8000
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Jampro Antennas 40 32 916- 3b3-11--

Kintronic Labs Inc. 20 25 423-878-3141

Logitek 13 10 800-231-5870

Mackie Designs 31 15 800-258-6883

Media Form 24 12 800-220-1215

Median ouch 35 27 204-786-3994

Mouser Electronics 75 63 817-483-6814

Murphy Studio Furniture sees 36 28 800-307-1060

Neumann 11 8 860-434-5220

NSN Network senores 50 44 800-345-VSAT

OMB America 49 43 305-477-0974

Allen Osborne Assoc 59 37 805-495-8420

Pacific Research.. 17 23 760-438-3911

Phasetek Inc. 69 48 215-536-664s

Prophet Systems Inc. 15 21 800-658-4403

PTEK 51 45 408-448-3342

QEI Oirporaticm 52-53 46 800-334-9154

Radio Soft 16 22 888-RADIO96

Radio Systems 57 34 609-467-800(1

Roscom 76 67 770-992-2230

Shively Labs 74 61 207-647-3327

Shure Brothers . 23 11 800 -255 -HURL:

Silicon Valley Pwr Amplifier 69 49 408-986-9700

Sine Systems .... 42 18 615-228-3500

Smarts Broadcast Sys. 54 47 804747-6278

Superior Broadcast Prod 44 20 972-473-2577

Swager Communications 77 51 800-968-5601

Switchcraft Inc. 37 29 773-792-2700

S.W.R. Inc. 59 36 800-279-3326

T. C. Electronic 25 13 805-373-1828

Transcom Corp. 74 62 800-441-8454

Universal Electronics Inc 76 69 614-866-460s

Wheatstone Corporation 82 3 252-638-70041

Whirlwind 72 56 888-733-439)

Windows to the Web 55

Sales Offices
NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL

sic., co Bell
Asenue

Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
FAX. (913) 967-1900
E-mail steven_belleintertec.com
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Watching the horizon
By Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

s we wind down toward year's end, it's worth
looking back at some developments that may

erald future directions for the radio industry.
Radio broadcasting as we know it will continue to
develop incrementally, so changes and updates in that
space are the easy part. The more important analysis
takes place on the fringes, where truly new paradigms
that could replace radio (or substantially erode its audi-
ence) are now developing.

lib

The Audible player is an example of the new
class of portable audio devices that use the
Internet for delivery of content.

Some provide new
audio content to con-
sumers, while others
involve new delivery
technologies. Both
are important in dif-
ferent ways: New
content affects ra-
dio's audience be-
havior because peo-
ple can only listen to
one thing at a time.
Meanwhile, new de-
livery methods may
become useful to ra-
dio stations in imple-
menting their own
iltemative services. So

this analysis has both
"offensive" and "de-
fensive" components.

New content providers
Resides the grow ing number of on-line radio or

audio services designed for standard Internet delivery
to desktop computers via POTS, ISDN or corporate
intranets, a number of dedicated hardware/software
systems that extend the Internet audio model have
emerged recently. These include spoken -word sys-
tems using proprietary algorithms (e.g., Audible, Au-
dio Highway), and music -delivery products employ-
ing MPEG Audio Layer 3 (MP3) data compression
(e.g., Diamond, Multimedia's Rio).

You could dismiss these as simply another packaged
media product type, more competitive with CD sales than
with radio, but the convenience, timeliness, cost and
portability of these services puts them somewhere be-
tween radio and packaged media in terms of user
behavior.

New service potential
Several unrelated developments in the area of wireless

communications point out that this area will be very hot
in the next few years. For example, a recent Australian
breakthrough originally intended to provide greater
sensitivity for radio telescope antennas allows increased
bandwidth and robustness for terrestrial data transfer.
Analysts expect this to translate into improved mobile
and portable Internet access via wireless telephony.

Meanwhile, a group of about 90 telecom and computer
hardware companies is developing a new wireless data
exchange standard called Bluetooth. The standard will
provide robust, broadband wireless connectivity at rates
of 1 to 2Mb/s. It is intended for application in cellphones,
portable computers, cameras and other portable devices.

On the regulatory front, the FCC recently changed a rule
that had prevented wireless telcos from offering Internet
access to their customers. On the supply side, a band-
width boom is taking place, with AT&T, WorldCom/MCI,
Mindspring, Quest, Level 3, ITXC and Williams Commu-
nications all announcing substantial network expansions.
Taken together, these developments argue that wireless

Internet appliances and affordable connectivity will come
sooner rather than later. This could make the addition of
interactivity to the convenience of radio -like receivers a
reality within the next two or three years.

Another peripherally related item involves speech pro-
cessing, which is now moving to the Internet, fueled by
its e -commerce potential. Several firms are at work on
speech -recognition systems that are speaker -indepen-
dent and do not require the training and sample -storage
of current technology. Meanwhile, a group of companies
led by Motorola has developed Voice Markup Language
(VML), which allows synthesized speech response to be
added to web pages. This work could play a major role
in the world of mobile computing (see The Last Byte, July
1998), and beyond. Consider the possibilities of voice
response to advertisements heard in the car...

Predicting behavior
The consumer will ultimately determine which, if

any, of these new technologies becomes a killer
application. So analysis and influence of consumer
behavior is important to any telecommunication com-
pany's strategy.

For the same reason, this column will continue to
observe the consumer marketplace and report pertinent
trends to the radio industry.
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How much
audio does your
digital system
throw away?

Custom Business Systems, nc.

P.O. Box 67  Reedspert, Oregon 97467

Telephone 541 271-3681  FAX 541 2;1-5721
E-mail: info@cbsi.orc  www.cbsi.org

800 547-3930

It's time we stopped -Soling ourselves.
Compression is lot just a smaller and mo'e
efficient kind o= audio. It's less audio.

Every time you air a con Dressed signal, regardless

of the algorithm you use, 7ou discard a large portion

of the audio. Literally tht7w it away. Forever. Socner

or later, that means a serious loss of audio quality.

If yoke tired of throwi lig away audio with yo_r
digit el system, listen to Digital Universe.

Digital Universe gives you 25 simultaneous stEreo

signals from a singe PC. Uncompressed.

That's morE than four times the

uncompressed channels of any

other .ystem. With every bit of
the sgnal intact.

You ll appreciate Digital

Uniiierse's robust, client -serer

architecture that carries even

you- heaviest multi -studio
loa: without slowdowns. "cur

operators will like the clean.

uncluttered screens and having
jest on= PC in each studio. And

the boss will sign off on the standE rd

Windows'" Ni hardware and open

systems approac 1.

Sound too good to be true? Call CBSI tc day

and get the whole story.

With Digital Universe from CBSI, you
don't have to sacrifice quality or capacity.
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